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Abstract:  Banks and other financial institutions cannot do away with the outstanding credit balances with customers and the speed 

at which customers file for bankruptcy presents a risk to the credit industry sustainability. The demand for banks and financial 

institutions to break even in the credit industry and their quest to reduce the cost to the minimal in the future has attracted various 

research interests from industrial communities, research laboratories, and academics. To save losses in the future, it requires that a 

more accurate and robust model with a consistent predictive ability to evaluate credit either using existing models or through a 

proposal of new models. In this work, we develop a linear model using logistics model. We evaluated four algorithms based upon 

their generational history in terms of performance. Support vector machine, logistic regression, artificial neural networks and 

random forest as an alternative if all three models fail to predict accurately in the Ghanaian dataset and we benchmark the experiment 

with the German and Australian dataset. We developed a linear discriminant model for determining the probability of defaults. We 

adopted 10-fold cross-validation and data partition as two major data splitting technique to ensure efficiency of all the classifiers. 

In our findings, it was evident that Support vectors machine, in general, have higher accuracy in terms of classification accuracy 

compared to logistic regression and artificial neural networks using AUC, Type I and II errors and Risk charts. Random Forest was 

better than all three classifiers in the case of Ghanaian dataset but fail to give higher predictive accuracy in the German and 

Australian dataset. RF, SVM, and LR can be used as alternatives to each other from our study and proven by other related works. 

This study did not consider the default probability or creditworthiness of applicants who were rejected in the process of applying 

for loans. In other words, our sample dataset contains information of only applicants who were granted the loans and defaulted. 

This could lead to bias in our analysis even though it is acceptable in this field of study. 

 

 

IndexTerms - Artificial Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Ensemble, Imbalance data 

set, Feature Selection, Area under the ROC Curve, Cost-sensitive, Classifier, Algorithms. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The core of every country’s economic power is how well vest their financial institutions are stable and how they operate. Every 

economy of a country that is characterized by financial crisis across board with dwindling of performance over time has a  feature 

or is associated with substandard systems for bank use (Kabir et al., 2015). According to the December 2016 records of Bank of 

Ghana, they recognize 34 commercial banks and 4 representative banks in good standings and 10 FNGOS, 385 microfinance 

companies, 60 licensed money-lending companies are in good standing as at 31st July 2016 (BOG, 2016).  Ghana bank lending 

rates have increased drastically within a space of eight (8) months from 38.3% in January to 42.84% in October 2016 (Trading 

Economics, 2016).  By these indicators, financial institutions are the heartbeat of Ghana’s economy as well as a driving force.   

Credit performance department within a financial institution and banks must have a good fit to assure profit and stability of the 

institution with the economy.  Hence, this requires the need to investigate into the credit standings of the customer relating to his 

financial background and history, which is a key factor in granting credits as well as a determinant in reducing risk-associated credit 

(Hussain Ali Bekhet and Shorouq Fathi Kamel Eletter, 2012). 

Banks’ and financial institutions’ main source of profit is from borrowers lending (Ala’Raj & Abbod, 2015). The credit industry 

is growing daily just as much as fraud cases arising each day, and this is causing financial institutions to incur losses within their 

operations. There are large numbers of credit or loan applicants daily applying for credit, which has led to rigorous screening of 

applicants’ credit worthiness before loans or requested amount from the banks and other financial institutions are considered as 

worthy or bad. Credit scores are not for discrimination purposes only either to grant or reject applicant but it also looks at the 
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potential risks in giving out such loan or card or credit (Zhou et al., 2013). "Loan application evaluation would improve credit 

decision effectiveness and control loan office tasks, as well as save analysis time and cost" (Bekhet & Eletter, 2014:20).   

 

1.1 Problem specification 

The success of financial institutions is dependent on their ability to quantify and predict their risks accurately. Financial 

institutions are faced with credit risk issues in their line of operations of the business as daily activities (Dukiü et al., 2011).  There 

is an increased number of financial institutions collapsing which is contributed by mass losses within the financial industry. This 

issue has resulted in strict bank regulations locally and internationally which lead to more accurate demand for models that can 

assess credit risk and also loan portfolios structuring within financial institutions (Hayashi, 2016).  

Hence, these required for the development of models that can score loyal and potential customers of banks and financial 

institutions. According to Chen & Huang (2003), the development of credit scoring models is to segregate applicants of loans into 

either rejection group (bad credit) or acceptation group (good) including related features of the customers such as marital status, 

income, and age or criteria based on previous applicants data on accept and reject analysis. In credit scoring model there is the need 

for accuracy since potential and loyal customers are targets of banks and financial institutions. 

Banks’ and financial institutions’ accuracy within the loans markets or credit markets through models of credit scoring have 

many prospects; a.) Financial institutions would have lower capital requirements if they can improve their credit scoring models 

accuracy, b.) Interest rate could also be lowered in the financial industry to customers around the globe if requirements for capital 

or expanding capital requirements could be reduced by lenders (Altman & Sabato, 2007). 

According to Tsai & Wu (2008),  a little advancement in the accuracy of credit ratings or scoring would significantly reduce 

risks associated with credit which would translate into an improvement of savings in the future. Ala’raj & Abbod (2015: 103) 

“Moreover, the better the accuracy of the classifier, the more impact it has on others.”   West (2000), cited by (Blanco et al. 2013: 

362), states that just a slight improvement of 1% accuracy in the loan market would drastically result in the reduction of losses in 

banks and other financial institutions which would also save millions of dollars. West et al. (2005) suggested through their work 

that a 4% reduction of error annually could possibly save 1.2 billion dollars for the credit industry annually. 

 

1.2 Objective of the study 

This study seeks to attain the following feats: 

a. To model credit default in the Ghanaian banking industry using logistic Regression. 

b. To evaluate the performance of three different algorithms with a fourth algorithm as an alternative if all three 

algorithms or model fail to give the optimal solution. 

c. To compare two data mining technique in terms of favorability to Ghanaian banking sector.  

1.3 Scope of work / delimitations 

This research attempted to solve issues and give recommendations within a period of three months. This research is not different 

from any other research and there were challenges within the time span to produce the report. Acquiring the needed dataset for 

analysing and comparing the systems selected in the methodology was a problem since most financial institutions found it very 

difficult releasing data deemed important, especially on matters bordering information on their customers even if it was for research 

purposes. Financial constraint was also a major challenge since data had to be garnered from all the ten (10) regions in order to 

provide a full representation. 

Again, the reasons why customers default can only be based upon data availability at the bank, since there were no kind of survey 

conducted on the reasons or opinions of customers who default, this research would be biased towards customers.  

 

1.4 Significance of study 

a. The results of this research could be used by all commercial banks or financial institutions in developing a credit risk 

model in rationing credits to customers.  

b. The models and algorithms used would determine the most significant variables, which are used as predicting customer’s 

defaults risks. 

c. The recommendations of this made from this work would add significantly to the body of knowledge in predicting risks 

associated with credit in Ghana, Africa and the world at large. It would also be a source of references for other researchers 

who are interested in credits risk and default predictions.   

The study is organized in the following order: Sections 1 talks about introductions, problem specification and significance of the 

study whiles section 2 examines both the empirical and theoretical reviews of the study. Section three introduces the methodology 

used for this study. Experimental setups, data analysis and discussions is in section 4 and section 5 talks about limitations, findings 

and recommendations.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Over the years, there have been several approaches being adopted and developed in order to compute credit ratings or scores 

which includes Support Vector machine (Martens et. al, 2007, Van Gestel et al., 2003), Artificial Neural Networks  (Information & 

Engineering, 2004), Logistic Regression (Patra et al., 2008), other algorithms genetic and ensemble classifiers (Abellán & Mantas, 

2014). This chapter seeks to review the literature in details with relevance to the artificial neural networks, support vector machine, 

logistic regression, and evaluation for default risk accuracy. This chapter is categorized into three main parts, that are a theoretical 

framework, empirical framework, and justification for methodology adopted.  

 

2.1 Empirical Literature Review 

This section of the work deals with the definitions of our key words, problems, solutions and similar works under which this 

research is being conducted. 
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2.1.1 Credit Scoring 

Credit scoring is a process of appraising risk of credits on applications of the loan. Through the usage of statistical processes 

and historical data, credit scoring helps to set apart the outcomes of several applicants based on their characteristics if they have 

any features of not complying to payments hence default. This statistical method is used as a "score" for banks to rate or rank 

applicants of loans or a borrows in terms of their risk (Mester, 1997). Credit scoring is the processes involved in classifying loan or 

credit applicants into two categories: those who would probably pay (good payers) and those who would default (bad payers) 

(Brown & Mues, 2012). According to Tang and Qiu (2012), Credit Scoring is described as classifying credit applicants into  "good" 

and "bad" risk using formal statistical methods. "A credit score is a model-based estimate of the probability that a borrower will 

show some undesirable behavior in the future" (Lessmann et al., 2015:124). Credit scoring is a model used to predict new loan 

applicants into classification of good, the likeliness of applicants fulfilling his entire repayments obligation then accept request of 

the applicant or bad, highly probable of defaulting the payments agreements then reject the request of the applicant due to loss and 

costs incurred (Doori & Beyrouti, 2014).  

According to Finlay (2006) gross income of applicants, years of employments, marital status, property status, etc. were criteria 

used for scoring loans of individual applicants. In order to develop credit scoring models then, one must understand the criteria 

selected and statistical functions used in computing the credit scores of an individual, organization or business entity. Also, in order 

to effectively model credit scoring then one must consider the objectives for credit scoring, the source of data sets and application 

of algorithms. The reason why we model credit score is to be able to assess customer worthiness to credit. Several types of research 

have been conducted in an attempt to define credit worthiness based upon the area of concern. Credit scoring models can be 

categorized into the following: 

 

2.1.1.1 Profitability Scoring 

Thomas (2000) defines profit scoring as lenders’ ability to minimize risks associated with consumer defaults through 

maximization of profits yield on consumers lending. This is the situation where banks or financial institutions are more interested 

in calculating or forecasting the profit margins on the loans given to customers than considering the risk involved is giving out the 

loan (Crook, Edelman, & Thomas, 2006). According to Marron (2007), there are no risks in consumer competitive markets driven 

by profits, instead of considering risks they are rather actively engaged not to identify and divide but to be able to define the risk 

involved and estimate that risk as price.  However, there is limited literature on profit scoring which is able to analyze and discuss 

results relating to factors of loan profitability. This is as results of absence of data needed to compute and calculate the profitability 

of customers (L. C. Thomas, Edelman, & Crook, 2002). Inaccurate capturing of customers’ information or data such as properties 

owned by the customer, usage of credit facilities and mortgages, and several banks options available to customers all account to 

lack of adequate centralized data for analyzing of profit scoring models by researchers which have been a big challenge (Lessmann 

et al., 2015). According to Thomas (2000: 165), profit scoring has been faced with several challenges from data warehousing issues 

which are to enforce and give accurate accounts of all indicators assuring profits. For profit scoring models to be efficient then there 

must be fully integrated information systems in the industry to give all information on transactions of all customers to be accessed 

by the industry. 

Profit scoring could be a promising future area that needs more attentions only if researchers and organizations would develop 

interest and invest in building a centralized data warehousing which would capture all transactions either within or outside the 

country in other to have more accurate information on customers’ financial status in dealing with profit scoring. Researchers did 

not identify the relationship between the ability of customers being able to meet the repayments terms and the profit on the amount 

of loan given to borrowers. In addition, accurate information on all transactions of customers would clearly show those who would 

be able to meet their loan agreements including profits by their transactions with other banks while those with high banks obligations 

with other institutions. 

 

2.1.1.2 Bankruptcy Scoring 

This form of scoring is to predict the possibility of an individual or business entity declaring him/herself before the repayments 

terms agreed by both parties as bankrupt (Abellán & Mantas, 2014; Andrés, Lorca, Sánchez-lasheras, & Cos-juez, 2012; NANNI 

& LUMINI, 2009; Smaranda, 2014; Sun & Shenoy, 2007; C. F. Tsai & Wu, 2008). 

 

2.1.1.3 Behavioural scoring 

So much attention has been given to the behavioral scoring since the patterns of customers repayments could determine the 

survival of a bank it either sustain or collapses in the past. According to Kennedy et al. (2013), behavioral scoring is failing due to 

recent attention is given to application scoring due to arbitrarily fixed period performance to select from a wide range of data period 

which causes instability to predict accurately. In the works of  Thomas et al. (2001); Thomas (2000); Marqués et al. (2012); Lee et 

al. (2002),  Behavioural scoring is to be able to accurately predict customers odds in such that banks can foretell if the customer 

would default or not and to group them into good and bad. 

According to Anderson (2007:310), "In general, most behavioral scoring is done using bespoke, internally-hosted scores, and if 

other scores are used, they are usually kept separate." According to  Thomas et al. (2002), behavioral scoring and credit scoring is 

basic tool considered for financial institutions operations as means for managers decisions, to evaluate and minimize possible risks, 

and also to improve marginally the cash flow of the financial institution. In other to evaluate potential customers’ worthiness of a 

bank or financial institutions credit scores must be considered whereas behavioral scoring has to do with monitoring and being able 

to forecast the behavior of repayments standings of borrowers.  

 

2.1.1.4 Classification of credit default and overdue periods 

According to Giesecke (2012:1) “Credit risk is the distribution of financial losses due to unexpected changes in the credit quality 

of a counterparty in a financial agreement”. Niklis et al. (2014), define credit risk as the probability of a client's inability to meet 

the obligations of a debt (default). It is the possibility that counterparty or bank borrower would fail to meet the entire obligation 

enlisted in the agreement terms (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 1999). Zhang et al. (2016), also defines "Credit risk is 

the possibility of loss that the bank will suffer after offering loan to the borrowers".  Spuchľáková et al., (2015) Also stated that 

credit risk or default risk is the unwillingness or inability on the part of the customer to fulfill his commitments stated in relation to 
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hedging, trading, lending, settlements and other financial transactions. Jorion (2003) It is the counterparty fails to meet its 

contractual agreements, which in effect would result in economic loss. From these definitions, none of the authors addressed reasons 

why the default or intentions of the borrower meeting that demands through revision of agreement with time. Hence, Credit default 

or risk can is the unexplainable inability of the borrower not being able to meet the initial contractual agreements between the lender 

or banks or other financial institutions and the borrower or customer, which would lead to financial gap over time to the lender or 

bank. In the work of  Avery et al. (1996) stated that two occurrences happen at the same time once a borrower refuses to make 

payments agreed by the lender and the borrower thus, delinquency and defaults. In addition, he defines loan defaulter as borrower 

missing payments schedules and delinquency occurring when the borrower does not honor the payments schedules on a loan 

acquired. 

Loan or credit can be classified based on day’s overdue or late payments as either defaulted or paid off.  Avery et al. (1996: 621) 

stated that usually, loans are due every month. They added that within the lending industry loans on delinquents are categorize into 

30 days, 60 days, 90 days or 120 days or more as late depending on the amount of outstanding as overdue. According to Thomas et 

al. (2002:213) either full payments have been recovered or outstanding balance with a customer with a regular number of times 

payments has been made 30 days, 60days, or 90 days overdue. Sousa et al. (2016: 343) also stated that borrowers would be term as 

defaulters when they still have outstanding balance payments over 90days after 12 months would be considered as bad otherwise 

good. In addition, He proposed the third approach as an indeterminate group, which is 15days to 90days overdue, which he stated 

that people within this group are usually unclear to classify them into a group of bad or good debtor. Tong et al. (2012), classify 

defaulters into two groups based on the outstanding amount with the borrower. Thus, borrowers with arrears with a minimum of 

days of 90 days as overdue (Bad) and those within 90 days has non-defaulters (Good). West (2000) was the first to use (LDA) 

Linear Discriminant Analysis algorithms as a method of simple parametric statistics in credit scoring and benched marked his 

methods against other traditional methods such as decision trees, K nearest neighbor, logistic regression, and kernel density 

estimation. In addition, he explains that complex algorithms and models are being developed to give accuracy that is more precise 

due to the deficiencies of LDA. The deficiencies of LDA has received more criticism because of its poor classification of good and 

bad credit classes’ covariance matrices, which are not possible to be equal based on the nature of data category available. 

More attention has been drawn to data mining techniques in credit scoring such as; Classification tree or Decision tree, Neural 

Networks (Kiruthika & Dilsha 2015; Wang et al. 2008; C. F. Tsai & Wu 2008; Qin et al. 2010; Basheer & Hajmeer 2000; West et 

al. 2005; West 2000; Schmidhuber 2015), k-Nearest Neighbour, and Logistic Regression, Bayesian Network (Hsieh & Hung, 2010; 

Sun & Shenoy, 2007; Zhuang, Xu, & Tang, 2015), and Naïve Bayes (Antonakis & Sfakianakis, 2009; Baesens et al., 2003; Y. Jiang 

& Wu, 2009; Vedala & Kumar, 2012), Support vector machine (SVM) (Crook et al., 2006; Harris, 2013, 2015; Van Gestel et al., 

2003), Genetic Programming (Aliehyaei & Khan, 2014; Ri et al., 2008; D. Z. D. Zhang, Hifi, Chen, & Ye, 2008). However, there 

more complex or hybrid models used in credit scoring today problem today. Even though majority of the researchers concentrate 

on Australian and German data sets. Credit scoring datasets sources are available from several countries. Most used datasets source 

is UCI Machine Learning Repository (http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu/MLRepository.html or http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ ) which has 

German credit of 20 attributes on 1000 observations which are group into class attributes of 300 (Bad) and 700 (Good) observations. 

This attributes consist of years of employment, marital status, properties, job, age, gender, number of dependencies etc. In the case 

of Australian dataset contains 690 observations categorized into 383 (Bad) observation and 307 (Good) observations. Brown & 

Mues (2012: 3447) used data from Benelux region (Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg) which is also available on 

(http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/ ). Ince & Aktan (2009:236) used data set on credit cards from Turkish bank with nine attributes on 1260 

observations. In the works of He et al. (2010: 833) also used that from the United Kingdom and the United States. Abdou et al. 

(2008: 1281)Also used data from personal loans which was acquired from commercial banks in Egypt containing good loans of 433 

and bad loans of 148. 

 

2.1.2 Credit scoring problem 

Despite vast research conducted to solve predicting accuracy and to have a more efficient scoring model and some criticism 

raise of some approaches.  We cannot look at credit scoring in isolation without discussing some of the problems in credit scoring. 

According to Akko (2012: 176), he stated that it always good to predict accurately a bad credit applicant than a good applicant due 

to misclassification issues. Doumpos et al. (2015) Even though the results from their work was positive and restricted all 

misclassification into two notches. He recorded 94% errors in only misclassification of one-notch.  According to Luo et al. (2016:5) 

recorded very positive results for accuracy with SVM 87.4%, MLR 77.31%, and MLP 87.75%. They added that there were average 

errors present in their work, which was as a result of ten independent datasets partitions they used in the cross-validation 

methodology. According to Jiang & Wu (2009), the issues of selecting a technique to use for classification in credit scoring have 

become a problem of challenge and very difficult. In the work of  Jiang & Wu (2009) recorded 24% has an overall rate of error 

which was higher than 20.1% for C4.5. He adopted Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) to minimize discrimination issue of 

misidentifying bad clients has good. However, statistics depicted that conditions under this are 5-20 times highly probably of 

misclassifying a "bad" applicant as "good" applicant. In this work, When Beta and gamma is shifted towards 0 or greater than two 

(2), SAA identifies all the credits applicants as either good or bad due to the discrimination limitation function imposed. In addition, 

He also highlighted that in building model of credit scoring then one has to solve the problem of variable selection and the type of 

model to apply. Even though there are several methods and solutions, accurate and flexible techniques are limited. 

Also, Han et al. (2013:859) stated that Support vector machine which is to help in the classification problem cannot work on 

numerical variables except is normalized. In concluding their experiments, they stated that no model could be superior to other 

models in any way. Experience from Siddiqi (2006:11) depicts that development of scorecards or credit scoring models cannot be 

in isolation else the results would be undesirable with issues. Issues such as the addition of variables that are no longer collected or 

operationally difficult to collect and using strategies that would result in unimplementable models or surprise in your findings. Any 

significant changes in the procedures methods for credit scoring would demand further analysis. Variables with large ranges of 

scores present challenges since a slight shift in the distribution population would result in a significant drift in the scores (Siddiqi, 

2006). Anderson (2007:250) raised some disadvantages with credit scoring software: inflexibility: rigidity in the use and limitation 

of options; Opacity: Resulting from some of these software or models are not easily understandable; Cost: Models or software can 

be very expensive in the case of customization and maintenance of the application to serve its purpose intended. 
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Roman & Stefano (2016:97) also identified the listed issues that must be dealt with using the current state of the art technology 

in the world to make credit scoring effective; i.) Delay Data: Increase demands and speed at which financial transactions across the 

globe with its complex nature are being conducted demands effective and efficient data storing systems to help access relevant data 

within the shortest possible time when needed. Unwanted bureaucratic delays from an official data source or public administration 

contribute to the ineffectiveness of credit scoring and unrepresentative of the real world. ii.) Trust issues of proprietary of data 

sharing: People have little or no understanding of the benefits of sharing data for credit scoring as well as an unwillingness to lose 

full control over their credit scoring data. Algorithm opacity for Credit scoring poses a challenge for individuals and companies to 

release their data except forced by law. iii.) Lack of Data: availability of data has become a big challenge in credit scoring model 

especially in small and micro-enterprises. Enough official economic data are readily not available and most of the best results or 

data available are unofficial or used based on statistical dimension approximated. 

Wendel & Harvey (2003:4) identified that credit scoring would work best in an environment where there is sufficient information 

to demonstrate the performance of a borrower within a multi-year period and sufficient availability of credit information which also 

demonstrates the performance of similar borrower over a multi-year period. In addition, they highlighted issues affecting credit 

scoring reliability which are; (1) unfair treatment by minority, (2) reports from the credit bureau which is used for credit scoring 

are most at times inaccurate, (3) biases of customer data due to the use of limited period of time usually two years, (4) Special 

consultation of companies involve manipulating true finances and scores of consumers. Kellison & Brockett (2003:5) identified 

credit scoring is associated with a common criticism in the insurance industry in the use of underwriting decisions to discriminate 

against minority application or/and low-income earners which in effect results to "Red lining". 

 

2.1.3 Benefits of credit scoring 

According to Ghana Borrowers and Lenders Act (2008: 68), a person cannot be denied access to lending or borrowing by the 

lender based on the grounds of political affiliation, sex, race, ethnic, or religion. In addition, Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) 

(2013:1-2) of USA states that, the purpose of the statutes is to help banks and other lending institutions to provide credit and give 

equal opportunity to all customers who are either credit-worthy or have the mental ability to contract without discriminating based 

on marital status, religion, color, race, nationality, sex or age. From both experience and what is binding in Ghana and USA legal 

documents fully demonstrate that any lender who discriminates or denies access based on the above-stated characteristics shall face 

legal charges due to unfair opportunity. The above characteristics of borrowers must also not be included or used in credit scoring 

systems and other methods for credit scoring model that discriminate based on sex, religion, race, national origin, color, age or 

marital status. However, the recommendation was made that a lender can deny a prospective applicants access to credit on the basis 

of other information requested in the application documents used as a reasonable commercial basis which is uniform with the 

lender's common assessment for risk and practices of underwriting. 

Despite the above characteristics eliminated in credit scoring analysis, its systems or models used other variables to determine 

the creditworthiness of existing customers and other prospective applicants. These variables make credit scoring models or systems 

a powerful tool to use and its benefits derived from scoring credit are enormous. Fensterstock (2005) stated that American businesses 

had been recorded as high users of credit scoring model for risk evaluation, which can be accounted for numerous factors due to 

the usage of technology. Fensterstock added that credit scoring system or model is more effective and efficient compared to 

personnel in a credit department to evaluate potential customers. It also helps save money. 

Fensterstock (2003) mention that credit scoring development provides an objective decision, consistency with accuracy in providing 

results, ability to identify potential customers with high value, and finally able to lower risks at increasing credit limits. According 

to Jiang & Yuan (2007), Credit scoring models helps in accurately predicting bad or good debtors effectively. Guo et al. (2016: 

424) “It has the ability to quantify the credit risk of each individual loan, instead of categorizing the loans into a small number of 

risk groups”.  Credit scoring model is developed to decide whether to grant credit or not (X. Y. Liu, Fu, & Lin, 2010).  Jiang & Wu 

(2009) in the industry of credit scoring is to aid save cost and help in making an efficient decision in credit scoring decision. This 

has led to a high growth of research in this area.  

According to Wei & Mingshu (2013) using credit scoring model such as clustering ensembler enhances the prediction accuracy 

compared to the single model. They added that it saves time when compared to traditional static methods. Hence, credit scoring can 

only be achieved at a specific time. In addition, credit scoring model helps boost the relationship between management and customer 

through evidence as well as helping managers make decisions concerning default risk in time. Fayyad et al. (1996); Chen et al. 

(1996); Lee et al. (2006)  identified that credit scoring and its classification problem have contributed greatly to business roles in 

the credit industry through financial forecasting, decision support, marketing strategies, process control, fraud detections and in 

other areas. Rimmer (2005:56-57) Reasons for the high demand of credit scoring approach in the late 1980s and early 1990s in the 

high street banks in the UK was due to lower costs of operation, availability of the system and central control, fast processing of 

data, decisions generated were unbiased. These actually led to high demand for automated decision systems to be preferred by 

lenders in scoring situations such as commercial loan facilities, mortgages that were classified as high-value loan portfolios. 

Through the development of credit scoring, mainstream credit facilities were made available to unreachable consumers with lower 

risk and ability to match the right products mix customers demanded. In addition, Jacobson & Roszbach (2003) stated that a lender 

ability to rank possible defaulters through observations is impossible. Credit scoring models are to equip the lender in his deficiency 

to rank all possible customers based on their risk levels. It has helped greatly in resource allocation to consumers, from challenges 

of allocations to the best equilibrium ever compared to the previous. 

Wendel & Harvey (2003) stated that dependence on credit scoring through experiences and technology would help leverage the 

cost incurred on individuals employed for making credit granting decisions. In support, Diana (2005) discussed that reliance on 

technological credit scoring models would foretell the future analysis of credit risks. Automated credit decision systems are not to 

replace credit officers or managers, but to assist in the decision-making process with speed and accuracy of either disqualifying or 

approving applicants whose transactions falls below or above certain credit score indicators. 

Leonard (1995:81-82) underscored that the development of credit scoring has helped to save time to do other reviews which would 

be necessary by a credit manager. He stated that the historical time of nine days for scoring through a critical analysis and decision 

of a credit manager was reduced to three days after using a credit scoring systems. He added that accuracy effectiveness which used 

to be 85% have improved to 92% which was very significant with fewer errors in the history of credit scoring. Banasiak & Kiely 

(2000) stated that the ultimate benefit of developing a customized credit score with cautious rules of decisions, automating it, with 
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validated statistics, and cheaper is due to the fact that results based on decision processing are faster and better as well as high 

standards of decisions. 

Avery et al. (2000) identified the use of credit scoring for predicting future performance of loans for small business credit, 

mortgages or consumer applications. Key benefits derived from credit scoring are lowering cost of origination of loans, less 

subjectivity of underwriting, faster and consistency in decisions of underwriting with an accuracy of assessing risks. According to 

Park (2004:47), he said credit scoring model for risk assessment helps for accurate, quick and consistent decisions. It is reliable and 

gives unbiased ratings and not distract over time and same result with other reviewers. In addition, Park (2004:74) stated that the 

risk score has several uses such as being able to determine whether to approve and decline applicants who do not qualify for credit, 

to set limits on credits accessed by applicants, defining terms and conditions as well as effective management of portfolio for risk 

assessment distribution. Profit scoring model development with best models to predict consumer behavior would make the good 

profit from the industry and would be able to attract and select profitable customers to their business (Thomas, 2000). Due to the 

nature of the subprime lending sector, it has given growth to banks to depend more on management risk technology to reduce human 

interactions else there would huge loss. Development of credit scoring has contributed greatly to the subprime lending sector where 

there was inadequate information about prospective which could have resulted in inability rate their credit worthiness due to either 

issue of missing data in their credit history, impairment of credit or income validation issues (Quittner, 2003). Saunders & Cornett 

(2007) one major benefit of credit scoring is that lenders of credit are assured of making accurate predictions on the performance 

of borrower's loans without needing to use more resources. 

Kellison & Brockett (2003:5), automobile insurance companies are facing losses due to the poor credit history of applicants. 

Insurance analysts' can use credit scoring to predict accurately loss costs per individual, to distinguish between the insured classes, 

and effectively price their policies with better-calculated risks that returned to the insurer from the policyholder. This would in 

effect solve the problem of huge cross-subsidies from all classes and would ensure equitable rates among the different groups as 

policyholders.  

 

2.1.4 Solutions to classification problems in credit scoring 

There are two major approaches to solving credit scoring problems even though there are still challenges and difficulties in using 

each of these approaches successfully. 

 

2.1.4.1 Data Solutions 

The rapid growth of data availability in large quantum with it complexities and networked systems being stored daily from 

several areas such as finance, security, internet, and surveillance has necessitated for improvement on the basic understanding of 

knowledge discovered in analysis most of this data to support decisions process. Data engineering methods and existing knowledge 

discovery have achieved great success in the application of this knowledge and techniques on several real world data by learning 

and understanding the problem of imbalanced data set cannot be under estimated (H. He & Garcia, 2009:1263). Class imbalance 

usually occurs, in the case of classification problem where there is less instance of some class than the others do. In a situation such 

as this, standardized classifiers are overpowered or flooded by the majority classes and tend to ignore the fewer classes (Chawla et 

al. 2004). In the context of credit scoring according to data set imbalanced usually occurs as the number of observations of non-

defaulter being greater than the number of defaulters (Brown & Mues, 2012). As soon as the distribution class is too skewed it 

causes alarm for class imbalance problem (Maldonado, Weber, & Famili, 2014). The problem of class imbalance is very vital issues 

since it presence is a significant constraint in the attainable performance by the standard learning methods which assume the 

distribution of balanced class (Huang et al., 2006; Yao, 2009).  These problems run across several areas such as Sentiment analysis, 

fraud detection, network intrusion detection, and churn prediction are all domains where data imbalance exist (Ofek, Rokach, Stern, 

& Shabtai, 2017). In support, Weiss (2004) highlighted that the problem of binomial classification is viewed as credit scoring 

problem. According to Chawla, Bowyer, Hall, & Kegelmeyer, (2002:321), "A dataset is imbalanced if the classification categories 

are not approximately equally represented." 

Imbalance class seriously cause negative performance effects on the learning techniques of credit scoring that predict distribution 

balanced class (Chawla et al., 2004). Class imbalance distributions set a challenge for classifications and learning algorithms (Ofek 

et al., 2017). Problems also identified with the imbalanced distribution of data is the complex models learn by algorithms which 

have less relevance to the data and overfit the purpose of the data (Y.-M. Huang et al., 2006). Algorithms known as best standard 

classifiers tend to be biased towards the majority examples class, since the patterns that forecast the majority number of positive 

examples are weighted through the process learning in support of standard accuracy rate metric, and inconsiderate in the account 

of distribution class of the data. In such instances, the minority class with fewer examples have higher chances of being misclassified 

often than the class belonging to the majority examples (Pérez-Godoy, Fernández, Rivera, & Del Jesus, 2010). From scenario (2) 

in the diagram below, misclassifying the target class with fewer examples is much more expensive than misclassifying the majority 

class with larger examples (Chawla et al., 2002; H. He & Garcia, 2009). 
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Both scenarios above, the dominant class clusters as significantly more examples than the sub-concepts examples clusters, for the 

datasets to demonstrate both between-class and within-class imbalances. Scenario (1) is a between imbalanced datasets and scenario 

(2) is a complex imbalance dataset with both within-class and between-class, noise, overlapping, multiple concepts, 

misclassification and absence of representative data.  

In Scenario (1), the blue balls represent the minority class whilst the green balls represent the majority Class. The red balls 

represent the noise in the data set with no overlapping and the concept used is only one. Scenario (2) also demonstrate data 

complexity with serious overlapping and multiple developments of concept which constitutes issues such as lack of representative 

data, overlapping, misclassification, noise, multiple concepts, and disjoints. The minority dominant class concept and subconcept 

class are represented by the Clusters labeled as "L” = Blue and "O"= Ash respectively. The dominant majority class concept and 

two sub-concepts class clusters are represented by "M" = Pink and Brown, and "K"= Green respectively. In both scenarios, the 

distributions depict imbalance relativity. In the case of "O" which is a subconcept of the minority data set in scenario (2) due to the 

lack of representative data, some inducers might ignore this subgroup. This is what we term as rare cases or instances. 

One major problem with rarity is that the rare targets are difficult to find. Imbalance resulting from rare instances is lack of 

representation of the minority class within a specified datasets. That is to say, the target group is rare. Instances such as this, the 

absence of data in terms of the minority will affect the learning process irrespective of the between-class imbalance (Weiss, 2004). 

Such instance is the complete removal of the dominant minority cluster "L", the dataset would have a class concept of homogeneous 

minority, which is identified as Cluster "O". These data samples can be extremely rare or unlearned due to under-representation. In 

support, this minority subgroups may be comprising with several rare sub-concept instances which might result in several degrees 

of classification challenges  (Holte, Acker, & Porter, 1989; Quinlan, 1986). 

This situation affects the general performance of all classifiers since the distribution of the data is bias towards one end. This 

urge requires experts to solve these issues. Both industry and academia have paid attention to this problem due to the complex 

features of imbalanced datasets, learning from it demand new approaches, understanding, algorithms, and tools to efficiently change 

a large amount of raw data collected into a representation of knowledge and information. (H. He & Garcia, 2009:1263).  Researchers 

have developed more interest in imbalanced data sets due to the cause of suboptimal performance of classification models (Chawla 

et al., 2004). However, application of knowledgeable expert should outwit the deficiencies of standard techniques for solving 

imbalanced datasets when the class of minority contains a lot of rare outliers and examples. It should be an improvement of the less 

class while sustaining better accuracy classification of the larger class than the standard techniques (Napierała & Stefanowski, 

2015). Techniques used in solving the problem of imbalanced class datasets can be group into two: algorithmic approaches and data 

approaches (H. He & Garcia, 2009; Nanni, Fantozzi, & Lazzarini, 2015; S. Ramanna, Jain, & Howlett, 2013). Three approaches 

are mainly used; cost-sensitive learning, data resampling, and method adaptation. Among these three approaches, data resampling 

is the most commonly used either under-sampling the larger class or over-sampling the fewer class. In the adoption of any of the 

approaches, there is a trade-off between the complexity and the predictive performance (Ofek et al., 2017). Sampling technique is 

the most appropriate methods to be adopted if the size of data for training has limited attributes issues or data acquisition for training 

data is costly. In situations where one class within the distribution is very rare, all the attributes belonging to that rare class should 

be included in the sampling methods. Rare examples share common attributes and can be well defined within a specific domain 

under study (Weiss, 2004). 

Data acquisition as the core of all research sometimes present the challenge of biasness and it is the researcher responsibility to 

identify such biases. It is also the researcher’s responsibility to also address the technique adopted for solving the problem at hand 

either over sampling the data or under sampling it to have a balanced data set for training.  According to L. Wei et al., (2007:434) 

Credit applicant data set from one giant commercial bank in the US. The datasets contain 5000 detailed applicant records, which 

comprises of 815 bad applicants and 4185 good applicants. From Crone & Finlay (2012:229-230), two datasets were used which 

they labeled as dataset A and dataset B. After removal of all indeterminate and outliers, the size of data retrieved from Experian 

UK for Dataset A contains 88,789 as observations, divided into 13,261 noted as bad applicants and 75,528 as good applicants. On 

the other hand, data set B was retrieved from retailer catalog from a mail order who provides revolving credit. The data sample 

retrieved based on their selection criteria contained 18,098 as bad creditors and 120,508 as good creditors.  

The most widely adopted techniques for over sampling rare cases or imbalance numerical datasets is called SMOTE (Synthetic 

Minority Over-Sampling Technique). In applying SMOTE, it generates randomly new instances of the fewer classes that are in 

Figure 1: Typical diagram normal and complex imbalance situation            Source: Author 
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between the boundary of both the instances of the minority class and that of the instances of the majority class (Chawla et al., 2002).  

Even though most researchers adopt sampling methods for addressing rare and bias data cases which are mostly expressed in 

discrimination ratios in defining both classes due to the problem at hand.  According to H. He & Garcia (2009), ratios used and 

considered for imbalanced data set experiments are mostly 5:1 where the majority cases are selected per five at random whiles one 

per minority at random or higher ratios are preferred.  

In the situation of Weng & Poon, (2006:273-275), they tested their experiment of imbalance situation on text documents (Physics 

and news) due to the limitation of bridging methods as a sampler. In their effort to demonstrate the effect of data imbalance situation 

performance on classifiers. They adopted Fisher discrimination ratios of 5:5 (minority and majority) for physics text document and 

4:6 (minority and majority) news text documents. Y.-M. Huang et al. (2006), selected at random 1000 records as their targets from 

records of 62,621. They distributed their selection criteria in a ratio of 19:15:66 into three (3) classes. Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 

were respectively represented as 19:15:16 where class 3 were the majority group. 

Data segmentation is identified by Weiss (2004:12)  as another method for dealing with imbalance data or data rarity situation. 

Through careful segmenting of the data would result in reducing the degree of rarity in the dataset. Efforts to segment the data 

efficiently and effectively is to partition the dataset into different data mining subgroup problem. Shihab, Al-Nuaimy, Huang, & 

Eriksen, (2003:95) in data segmentation, you can target only the important data that is segmented for training the data from the lot 

while the less important segmented data are left unattended or discarded. Higher model performance can be achieved in 

homogeneity data set through segmentation of heterogeneous data set into sub-population or sub-groups (Bijak & Thomas, 2012; 

Chi & Hsu, 2012; LEE & ZHANG, 2003).  

Examples from work of research conducted in demonstrating the accuracy effect of imbalance situations in datasets such as 

Weng & Poon (2006:273-275), text experiment with their selected ratio recorded 92% accuracy for physics and 95% accuracy for 

news with relatively balanced datasets. In the case of a reduced sample size of 20% of the minority, they recorded reduction in the 

performance accuracy of 89% for physics and 94% for news. In the extreme situation of 95% reduction of the minority sample size, 

they recorded 61% and 72% for physics and news respectively. In addition, in identifying factors that influence the accuracy of 

classification class problem, their finding shows that their classification accuracy without cleaning the data set is 80% for all classes. 

After the adjustments of the proportion of the training and cleaning of the data set test results was increased up to 64% for each 

class (Y.-M. Huang et al., 2006). In the case of Ofek et al. (2017:88) in solving binary class imbalance problem, they adopted under-

sampling methods called fast novel clustering-based which depicted high performance in terms of prediction while the size of the 

lesser class instances is bound to its complexity of time. In their training stage, the algorithms group the minority classes and pick 

a number similar to the minority classes from the majority classes for each of the individual clusters. A classifier is selected for 

training each cluster. In addition, any unlabeled classes are classified as the class of the majority if it does not pair into any of the 

clusters. 

However, support vector machine (SVM) and neural networks as algorithmic approaches have achieved great success in solving 

imbalance problems (Japkowicz, Myers, & Gluck, 1995; Raskutti & Kowalczyk, 2004). Others have also used other algorithms 

approaches in solving imbalance situation as Brown & Mues (2012) adopted several methods to analysis imbalanced credit scoring 

data sets using five real-world data sets to develop their classifiers for experiments. In their findings, classifiers such as random 

forest and gradient boosting were performing well in analyzing the credit scoring model and comparatively could cope with class 

imbalances in the data sets used. They also identified that with the large class imbalance problem, decision tree (C4.5) algorithms, 

K-nearest neighbors, and quadratic discriminant analysis were significantly worse.  

To conclude, techniques for solving imbalance data set with the complexity of time have lesser prediction performance whilst 

more complex technique is slow significantly. In most instances, this would not demonstrate superiority  (Ofek et al., 2017). 

Imbalance data set has received much attention with great success in solving that problem.  

 

2.1.4.2 Feature selection 

Real-world data are growing each day by the numerous activities being conducted each business day. Banks and other financial 

institutions gather tons of data from their weekly, monthly and annual reports. As these data increases, it is characterized with 

complexities, misleading or irrelevant information, and inconsistencies with an abundance of noise for any study. According to Y. 

Liu & Schumann (2005:1099) data used for credit scoring are collected from real-world data which has several sources with the 

intention for the general task. It is probable that the collected data originally would not only contain observations but would have 

several features. Some of these features accompanied with these observations may be unimportant to the credit risk model and some 

that are redundant would lead to high intercorrelation. Blum & Langley, (1997:245), machine learning aims to solve more complex 

and difficult task, the issues targeting on the most important information in a large amount of data has become very important aspect 

for researchers. For instance, mining data in a scientific or corporate environment records requires addressing many examples and 

features, as well as the internet and web giving large sums of poor quality information to be accessed with ease for a learning 

system.  

Netnews, electronic mail, etc. cannot be left out in the personalization of information retrieval from information filtering 

systems. Classification algorithms are faced with computational delays, lower predictive accuracy and also difficulty in interpreting 

scoring models due to the abundance of redundant and unimportant features (Y. Liu & Schumann, 2005). In other to minimize what 

features or characteristics adopted for a particular study lead to the development of feature selection. Properties, attributes or 

characteristics are another named used for features. In gathering features with its values builds up a flat data file which depicts an 

application with each line depicting patterns (or instance, examples, records, case, tuple). The features collected can have continuous 

values or discrete, or have a complex form (H. Liu & Motoda, 1998:3). In addition to H. Liu & Motoda, (1998), ever since, feature 

selection has gain recognition over the years in data mining and machine learning communities by researchers and it has been an 

active area for solving credit scoring problem.  

According to Jamali, Bazmara, & Jafari, (2012:42) feature selections has been adopted in several fields such as filtering and 

information retrieval, classification of text, web categorization, risk management, credit cards fraud detections and medical 

diagnosis. “Feature selection addresses the dimensionality reduction problem by determining a subset of available features to build 

a good model for classification or prediction” (Maldonado, Weber, & Famili, 2014:228). According to Blum & Langley (1997), 

Feature selection focuses on the most relevant features by eliminating features with no or less predictive information. It eliminates 

redundancy, solves dimensionality problems, ignores noisy data or irrelevant data. It improves on the effect of an application; speed 
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up time for the algorithm, quality of data is improved, as well as the performance of classifiers. In summary, feature selection 

techniques methods help to improve classification system development. In reducing features, it helps in the improvement of 

prediction accuracy and the cost of computation to be minimized (Zhang, 2000). H. Liu & Motoda (1998) describes the reasons for 

choosing feature selection may be because of challenges facing most learning algorithm design. Aside from the influences of this 

function on the behavior of the algorithm, it determines if the solution is applicable to the problem or how the learning algorithm 

would work based upon the power of the language used to describe the problem. They added that for the adaptation of feature 

selection is due to its convenient, primitive, widely used, independent, and its usage is general.  Danenas & Garsva, (2015); Fan, 

Yang, & Qin, (2013), identify three (3) important reasons why they adopted feature selection for training their data in credit risk 

and scoring domain was due to; (a) To minimize data dimensionality of the features by reducing the complexities in the model and 

forming new subset, (b) to have statistically significant features to develop a new classification model based on other evaluator, and 

(c) to ensure all that all featured used in the model are statistically significant. 

Despite several techniques have been proposed for feature selection in data mining and machine learning literature. Feature 

selection has two main categories, thus, filter model and wrapper model (Jain & Zongker, 1997; Kohavi & John, 1997; Ping, 2009b; 

Somol, Baesens, Pudil, & Vanthienen, 2005). H Liu & Yu (2005) added a third approach has the integrated model with each having 

a different evaluation criterion. The integrated model uses a combination of both model advantages by exploiting the model in 

various evaluation criterion in different search stages. Summary and comparison of these models are further explained below. The 

filter model approach is dependent on the general properties of training a data to be able to select a set of features without the help 

of a learning algorithm. In choosing filter methods, the feature set evaluator estimates features independently. The main objective 

of an algorithm for feature selection is to capture some important measures for individual feature selected. Filter model is derived 

mostly from computational analysis of the samples of data in the training data set through which each feature is assigned a score. 

Upon ranking all the features, during the phase two of the learning system, interest is drawn towards achieving highest classification 

accuracy with a minimal feature selected. The following characteristics are exhibited by filter model: a) it is not dependent on the 

biasness of a classifier, but on the properties of the intrinsic data, in order to use the features selected for learning several classifiers; 

b) Measuring information gains, dependence, distance or consistency is often cheaper (in complexity of time) compared to 

measuring classifier accuracy, this makes the filter model produce faster subset results, all other things being equal; and c) The 

simple nature of measure and less time complexity, a filter model is known for handling large data sizes compared to a classifier. 

Hence, situations where the classifier is unfit for to learn from large data, filter model approach can be used to reduce the 

dimensionality of the data for the classifier to learn from that data. However, there is a risk that the selected features by the filter 

model approach cannot enable full exploitation of the biasness of a learning algorithm (Huan Liu & Motoda, 1998:33-38). 

In the case of wrapper model, it demands one predefined learning algorithm in the process of feature selection. Selected features 

are dependents upon performance effect of the learning algorithm. This model needs to re-train the classifier anytime new feature 

subset is selected. Wrapper model ability to identify features best suit to the predefined learning algorithm yields to the superiority 

of the learning performance. This model is more expensive computationally since it has to embed the learning algorithm in it 

selection processes (Hengpraprohm & Chongstitvatana, 2009; Huan Liu & Motoda, 1998) whiles the integrated model approach 

differentiates itself by the use of both wrapper and filter  model at the same time by integrating four (4) procedures for feature 

selection. These procedures are Relief, chi-squared, InfoGain and Gain Ratio, while the first two is associated with filter model 

which exploit the intrinsic features of the data without applying a predefined algorithm such as the last two procedures which belong 

to wrapper model (Dailing Zhang & Xu, 2013:558). 

Feature selection has been adopted in credit scoring models since it is a key factor or option to improve the performance of a 

hybrid model for accurate prediction (Ping, 2009b; Ping & Yongheng, 2011; Somol et al., 2005). To improve the performance of a 

classifier by reducing redundancy and selecting the independent predictive features, experts and researchers in the field have these 

methods. Some have adopted univariate analysis to assess effects of each feature independently on the class feature; others adopted 

statistical correlation analysis to identify the correlation between various independent features and to remove highly correlated ones. 

In addition, the procedures of feature selection are sometimes integrated into algorithm classifiers, instances such as the usage of 

stepwise statistical methods in discriminate analysis and regression methods, and choosing suitable desired features when building 

decision trees (Y. Liu & Schumann, 2005:1099). 

There is no economic theory supporting which features to be used as relevant in determining creditworthiness, hence procedures 

for choosing any set of features as best for determining credit-worthiness is unsystematic and control by arbitrary trail (D. J. Hand 

& Henley, 1997). Even though, in credit scoring, it is important to use few features in deciding on approval of credits since it yields 

better insight and understanding of the model to the credit scorecard builder (Somol et al., 2005). On the contrary, this approach is 

known as unsystematic procedures, methods adopted for feature selection is the automated data mining procedure. Several experts 

in machine learning have come up with several selection feature methods. There are no literature or methods as efficient for solving 

feature selection problem in modeling credit scoring (Y. Liu & Schumann, 2005). 

Feature selection is also a perfect technique for solving class imbalance situation (del Castillo & Serrano, 2004; Z. Zheng, Wu, & 

Srihari, 2004). Even though,  Zheng et al., (2004) stated that measures adopted for the use of feature selection in imbalanced data 

sets are appropriate. They suggested a framework for feature selection, which is able to targets features separately for both negative 

and positive classes and explicitly put them together. In addition, they demonstrated ways of transforming the already existing 

measures to be able to consider separately positive and negative features. Few credit scoring studies have developed a scoring model 

using features selection function as an option to hybrid their models to enhance their base classifiers predictive accuracy. 

In conclusion, it is beneficial to have a larger sample size but it is more efficient to have a smaller sample size. The problem of 

identifying efficient sample distribution (balancing) and size to improve significantly the performance of predictive accuracy of 

various algorithms on a particular data set has not been considered. It is in the same vein, that limited attention has been paid to 

feature selection technique as a data preprocessing issue in credit scoring industry (Crone & Finlay, 2012). Neither has there been 

any efficient permanent solution for solving credit scoring problem using feature selection technique.  

 

2.1.4.3 Algorithmic solutions 

Several developmental approaches and methods have been adopted in the credit scoring industry over the past years to better 

understand credit models that would best predict with an accuracy of the worthiness of applicants’ credits with the minimal loss in 

the industry. Several credits models have been proposed which span from optimization approaches to statistical approach than to 
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algorithms and artificial intelligent systems. Artificial intelligence has been adopted and accepted widely in recent years for building 

models of credit scoring which results have improved significantly. Hence, this makes it more meaningful to study recent methods 

of artificial intelligent in solving problem in the credit scoring market (Chen & Lin, 2014: 658). The Naive Bayes Rule (NBR) was 

used on two real-world data sets as classification rules to groups credit applicants into bad and good. For this purpose, the classifier 

was benched marked against logistic regression analysis, linear discriminant analysis, k-nearest neighbors, neural networks, and 

classification trees. Results from each of the instances experimented, Naive Bayes Rule (NBR) perform lower in terms of it 

predictive accuracy (Antonakis & Sfakianakis, 2009). Harris (2013:4404), Credit scoring model was built based on support vector 

machine using narrow (greater than 90 due days past) and Broad (Less than 90 due days) default definitions to predict and classify 

risk accurately for Barbados credit union data set. In comparison, the model with the broad default definition outperforms the model 

with the narrow definition default. 

In the findings of Ala’Raj & Abbod (2015:5) which was conducted using two data sets from German and Australia demonstrated 

that the test on type I and type II error in the Germany data sets ANN and LR achieved the lowest type II error by 11.4%  and SVM 

scoring 28.3% as type I error. The implication of these states that SVM was outperforming in classifying loan default accurately 

unlike ANN and LR that was not perfect, in terms of good loan classification ANN and LR was superior to SVM. In addition, in 

the case of the Australian data set, ANN classified bad loans accurately and all other models achieved same error rate for type II 

error. This works showed that all three models perform well in classifying good loans in Australian data set than German data set. 

Recent literature emerging suggests that hybrid credit scoring models may perform better than the individual models known as the 

best (K. Li, Niskanen, Kolehmainen, & Niskanen, 2016). Development from credit scoring lead to various researchers having 

proposed various highly effective and sophisticated data mining techniques or models such as skew-t discriminant analysis (STDA), 

Stepwise discriminant analysis (SDA), skew-normal discriminant analysis (SNDA), sparse discriminant analysis (Sparse DA), 

Mixture discriminant analysis (MDA) and Flexible discriminant analysis (FDA) for screening applicants who apply for credits. 

These models were tested on one real-world data to identify the best performing model. To evaluate the performance in terms of 

predictability of each model, the model was accessed on the "bad rate among accepts (BRA)" and "total percentage of correctly 

classified cases (Total PCC)". The results show that only STDA, SNDA, and SDA were outperforming methods for credit scoring 

implementation model (Chen & Chen 2010:1). 

Nanni & Lumini (2009:3029-3033) was the first to compare different methods of ensembler for credit scoring and predicting 

bankruptcy. Their experiment was centered on datasets from Japan, Australia and German using stand alone, AUC, bagging, random 

subspace (RS), rotation forest (RF), class switching as ensemble classifiers to test the performance of Multi-layer Perceptron Neural 

Network (MLP), Radial Basis Function SVM (RSVM), and Levenberg-Marquardt Neural Network (LMNN) and old 5-nearest 

neural net (5-NN). Findings show that using classification ensemble has superior performance and LMNN being the best-tested 

method with random subspace (RS). In Comparing LR, BPNN, linear programming to Fuzzy Art the results deduced show that 

Fuzzy ART has marginal accuracy with far lower type II error compared to LR, Back propagation neural networks and linear 

programming whereas banks interest are in type II error (M. Jiang & Lin, 2010:436). Tsai & Wu (2008: 2643-2649), demonstrated 

the performance of predictive accuracy of a proposed hybrid model on three datasets from German, Australia, and Japan were used 

for the experiment using ANN and another complex model. In theory, it proves that multiples classifiers (Combination of models) 

perform better compared than single classifiers. Results show otherwise, on the average performance and predictive accuracy single 

classifiers are best compared to the multiple classifiers.  

Findings from an experiments to determine the accuracy of Hybrid credit scoring model(HCSM) against Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Genetic Programming (GP), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (C4.5/5.0), and Back Propagation Neural 

Network (BPN) on two different datasets from German and Australia shows that HCSM accuracy classificatory  rate was higher 

compared to other five models. In addition, test on both datasets demonstrates that SVM, BPN, GP, and LR performed very well 

and can be used as an alternative to each other while the C4.5 model was inferior significantly (Zhang et al. 2008: 10-11).    

According to Wang et al. (2012:61) Decision tree (DT) is popular amongst classification algorithms in machine learning and data 

mining. Even though, it is popular it still performs poorer compared to other techniques due to its inability to deal with data noise 

and redundant attributes of data in credit scoring circumstances. Two-stage ensembler trees were introduced thus, Bagging-RS DT 

and RS-Bagging DT based on random subspace and bagging. This is to reduce noise influence, data redundant attributes and 

enhance the classification accuracy. Findings from this work showed that Decision Tree comparable to four single classifiers 

namely; linear discriminant analysis, radial basis function network, logistic regression, Multi-layer perceptron performs worse in 

terms of classification accuracy. Bagging-RS DT and RS-Bagging DT was better in terms of classification accuracy compared to 

the five single classifiers. 

Neural networks and regression are identified as powerful tools for classification but difficult and exhausting to identify the best 

platform for a particular problem. Binary particles swarm optimization (BPS) and genetic algorithm (GA) are adopted to customize 

Multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLP) to enhance it prediction accuracy in terms of credit risk scorecards. Findings from 

this work demonstrated that both methods perform better than the single classifiers in terms of predictability even though GA 

(genetic algorithm) was time-consuming (Correa & Gonzalez, 2011). Lin et al. (2011) study propose three approaches with a 

combination of two well-known classification models, namely, Support vector machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor to identify 

the best combination hybrid classifiers. The different scoring combination was developed through selecting features with two 

classifiers and three approaches. The experiments are conducted using data sets from Irvine, University of California (UCI) to test 

for the accuracy of the hybrid features selection models. SVM and KNN classifiers combine with F-score, Rough Sets (RST), and 

linear discriminate analysis (LDA) approaches as suggested features steps for optimization to remove both redundant and irrelevant 

features from the analysis. After evaluation of the proposed models, F-score approach with the combine classifiers performs better 

in all two data sets. 

In Huang et al. (2007), three strategies were adopted to build the hybrid support vector machine based models for credit scoring 

to analyze applicants’ credit ratings from input feature of the applicant. The test was conducted on two data set to demonstrate 

which of the classifiers would perform better in accurately classifying applicants. Evaluation depicts that neural networks, decision 

tree, and genetic programming classifiers are incomparable to the SVM classifier on both data sets with few input features relatively. 

Ala’Raj & Abbod (2015: 6) used data set from Germany and Australia to compare the performance of each model even though they 

focused on a heterogeneous combination in arriving at their results. Logistic regression (LR) was rated in terms of accuracy as the 

highest in the German data set followed by ANN and SVM getting the lowest in type I error. In addition, the Australian dataset, 
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ANN (artificial neural network) had the highest accuracy with the lowest type I error scored. They identified that Logistic regression 

(LR) was superior to the other models by achieving the highest accuracy with the lowest type I error as well as support vector 

machine (SVM) in the Australian and German data set which would cost banks and financial institutions more.  

Test for cross classification which was conducted by Dahiya et al. (2015: 170-172 ) using three data partitions demonstrated that 

Ensemble model was rank as the best performing model in all partition cases whiles SVM and LR model performance was better 

compared to all other base classifiers individually. To add, SVM was performing better among the individual models in 50:50 

partition. Kambal et al. (2013: 381-383) conducted it credit scoring models experiments for Sudanese banks and included German 

data set. The experiments set its focus on only two models that are Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Decision Tree (DT) and 

applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) as feature selection technique. The findings 

demonstrate ANN as the best performing model compared to DT model in all the cases. 

Lessmann et al. (2015: 129-134) did a comparison study of 41 classifiers using six (6) measuring performance tools on eight (8) 

credit scoring real-world datasets. Results depicted Logistic regression which could not significantly give accurate results in the 

standard industry environment while several classifiers significantly predicted risk associated to credit accurately. In addition, they 

suggested outperforming LR to be excluded in the industry environment since it is unacceptable methodological signal advancement 

given the state-of-the-art. Wang et al. (2011: 284-287) design model for assessing green credit risk using support vector machine. 

The real-world data set was collected to test for performance of the scoring system and the risk model. Artificial neural network 

and logistic regression were employed as benchmarks. Findings demonstrated SVM model for assessing risk as highly significant, 

performs better in specificity, sensitivity, and correctly classified cases in terms of percentage compared to the rest of the models. 

In the work of West et al. (2005: 2550-2558), using mean generalization error in three datasets from German, Australia and 

bankruptcy data to test the best accurate predictive ensembler from three (3) most recent classifiers methods namely; boosting, 

bagging, and cross validation and multilayer perceptron NN as a base. The result shows that MLPNN is more robust and accurate 

based on all test conducted than the single model. Bagging and boosting strategy were best for Australian and bankruptcy data and 

bankruptcy data respectively whilst cross validation we accurate for the only German data set. Yu et al. (2008:1440-1443) focus of 

concern was on the multistate neural network, in addition, to proving his proposed model he attempted to compare his model to 

ANN, fuzzy SVM, majority voting ensemble model, SVM and logistic regression (LR). Their proposed model is consistently 

reliable in terms of performance and predicting accuracy over the single models, majority voting based ensemble and hybrid models.  

Zhang et al. (2010: 7839-7842) proposed a model vertical bagging decision trees model (VBDTM) which was built on multi-stage 

ANN classifier ensemble method of sampling. The results from their experiments show that VBDTM is more robust and accurate 

compared to other best single models such as SVM, NN, and others models tested. 

To conclude, both artificial intelligence and statistical techniques have been extensively explored for credit scoring, there is no 

single model which has been consistent in terms of performance in all conducted works (G. Wang et al., 2011). Traditional use of 

combination classifiers methods is noted for achieving worse accuracy compared to good classifiers and averagely better than bad 

ones (Ala’raj & Abbod, 2015). From all findings shows that hybrid models are better than single classifiers in terms of robustness 

and effectiveness but that does not guarantee that those solutions are permanent because when tested on other data sets it is likely 

to perform worse than the base or single classifiers and others may perform better. Single classifiers with it best and ultimate 

performance deviate from one data set to the other hence it needs adjustment to give better accuracy in solving credit scoring 

problems. However, this work focuses on Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Logistics Regression 

and the later addition, Random Forestry as choices as base classifiers which its detailed selection and mathematical modeling for 

this study are explained in the next section.  

 

2.2 Theoretical Literature Review 

It is a necessity in any field of science that almost all models have to be compared to one another to understand it's applicability 

of the model to a given situation. It is a common practice and requirement in data mining technique. This works looks at "Confusion 

Matrix from which other metrics would be discussed to the adaptation of "AUC” or “Area under ROC curve" which this work is 

centered on. In this section, we would only describe the theoretical knowledge or approach of confusion matrix and it analysis 

without its application, that would be handled in chapter five. 

 

2.2.1 Introduction 

According to Krzanowski & Hand (2009: chapter 1), in the area of science and dealing with a classification problem, a set of 

each object are identified to belong to one of two classes. Procedures used to assign this set of object to a class is realized based 

upon information gathered about the general object. Unfortunately, the procedure for assignment is not perfect: errors occur in the 

procedure, this is as results of sometimes assigning an object to a wrong class. These problems of imperfection necessitated for 

evaluating the performance quality of a procedure adopted. Through the evaluation processes, we can now decide whether these 

procedures used in assigning the objects to a class must be adopted for that purpose, must it be improved or should there be a 

replacement with another procedure. 

Real problem examples of assigning classes cut-across several fields of study that includes: 

a. Evaluating applicants for financial credit, where the objective is to assign each credit applied to a group of either "not 

likely to default" or "likely to default" class. 

b. Speech recognition system developments, which requires that spoken words should be assigned to a class. 

c. Grouping patients into either disease A or B through medical diagnosis test. 

d. Incoming email filtration to identify whether they are genuine messages or spams. 

e. Ranking potential applicant for a university course, with the aim of whether or not they would be likely to pass their final 

examination. 

f. examining transactions for credit cards, to identify whether it is fraudulent or not. 

g. Microarray data investigation to identify trends of a gene expression, whether it conforms to cancer or not.    

The above problems listed are unlimited in nature. There are situation or scenarios where there are more than two classes 

involved, but under most circumstance, studies and solutions are applicable to only two class in practice where practitioner is to 
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choose between (yes/no, accept/reject, sick/well, wrong/right, condition absent/present, act/do not act, and so on). However, the 

situation involving more than to two classes are often segmented into series of two-class cases. 

In classifying objects, the information used to assign this object to a class is considered as a descriptive variable of vector, features 

or characteristics. Each level of variable measurement would determine the type of information that one would obtain:  

 categorization of values such as "eye color, skin color, etc" is known as a nominal variable. 

 A nominal variable with two possible categories such as "absence or presence of pain” is known as a binary variable;  

 categorization based on the ordered way such as "severe pain, moderate pain, mild pain, no pain" is also called ordinal 

variable.  

 a possible value of distinct finite number such as "the number of staffs who wear glasses in GTUC in a class of 10" is 

known as discrete variables. 

 In addition, a continuous variable is capable of handling either infinite or finite range such as "outcome of patient weight 

in a hospital.  

In the case where the possible outcomes to be handled by a continuous variable is limited by the measuring device (e.g. If the 

results of the weights given by the machine are to the nearest grams), it must be treated generally as continuous rather than discrete 

due to its fundamental characteristics. Sometimes the descriptive vector variables will be univariate, thus, containing a single 

variable but most of the time, it would be multivariate. In the case of a single variable, it is treated as a proxy for or be approximated 

to some variable that can better define the classes. In a medical scenario such as taking sedimentation of erythrocyte rate. This is a 

medical screening used to measure inflammation. Inflammation results to sticking together of red blood cells, in other to fall faster. 

The goal of such a work is to assign each patient to not ill or ill possible outcome classes based on their test responses. In the case 

of this work, we would be dealing with a binary variable as well as possibility to assign each borrower to a class of non-

defaulter/defaulter based on the experiment on the dataset. 

2.2.2 Assessment performance of classifiers for credit scoring models 
 

2.2.2.1 Methods for evaluation of classifiers 

In dealing with classification problems, it is ideal to measure the performance of a classifier in terms of error or misclassification 

rate. For a classifier to predict accurately each class correctly it is recorded as "Success", else, it is an error. The rate of 

misclassification is the ratio of errors committed over the whole instance sets and the overall classifier performance it measures. 

The most used methods for evaluating the performance of classifiers are described below: 

 Cross-Validation (CV): CV is a procedure for approximating the performance of a general predictive 

model. The basis for Cross-validation is to split data into one or more times, for evaluating each 

algorithm risks: Portion of the data (sample for training) is used for algorithm training, and the rest 

of the data (Validating sample) are used for evaluating the algorithm risk. The estimated smallest 

risk by the algorithm is selected by the CV. Random Sub-Sampling is the alternative to this methods.    
 Random Sub-Sampling (RSS): Repeating severally of a hold-out technique to enhance the estimation of the performance 

of classifiers is known as Random Sub-Sampling. The RSS is subject to encounter similar problems of the hold out 

technique since it does not use enough data for training. Adopting this technique, means you do have control over the 

repeated times of usage of record for training or testing. This shows that some data might be used more often for training 

than others. 

 Holdout Method: Holdout depends on a single data split. This technique is considered as the simplest of CV. We separate 

the dataset into two main sets, which are testing set, and training set. The estimator function fits only the training sets using 

its function. Through this process, the estimator is queried to predict using the testing set data on output values it has never 

seen before. The errors it commits through these processes are accumulated to calculate the absolute mean test error, which 

is adopted for evaluating the model. This technique is preferable to the residual technique and has a shorter time for 

computation. However, the variance can be very high after the process of evaluation. The evaluation of this technique 

solely depends on the selection criteria based upon the data points that fall in the testing set and training set, which can 

significantly influence the evaluation, based on how the division is determined. 

 Leave-one-out Technique: If K-fold Cross Validation is denoted as "K" and the number of data points in a set denoted as 

"N". With "K" equal to "N" (K=N), implies for N separate times, all the data are trained by the approximator function 

except one point that is used for prediction. To evaluate this model you must compute the average error. The ratings given 

by the (LOO-XVE) leave-one-out CV error is good, but its computation looks very expensive at first instance. The good 

side of this technique is that amateur in this field can easily adapt this technique to make LOO (Leave-one-out) predictions 

as easy as any regular predictions without in-depth knowledge into predictions. The computational time for leave-one-out 

cross validation error (LOO-XVE) is shorter compared to residual error and it is the best way for evaluating models. 

 K-fold Cross-Validation: This technique is a procedure for enhancing holdout method. This technique requires that the 

dataset should be divided into k sub units, and the hold-out technique is reiterated k times. In each of these process, one of 

the k sub units is adapted for testing sets and the other sub units k-1 are combined to form the training set. Through these 

processes, all the averages of the errors for k-trails are calculated. This technique is not hindered by how the divisions of 

the data are achieved. Each data points are used as testing sets only once and used in the training set k-1 times. As k 

increases the estimates, resulting in the variance reduces. Even though this technique has its good side, computations for 

algorithm evaluation has to be k times and in each instance, the training algorithm has to be started from initial k times. 

This technique variant is to divide randomly the data into training and testing set k, unlike times. The benefit for the 

adaptation of this technique is that you have control over choosing how large you would want your testing set to be and 

the number of trails you want to average over. 

 Bootstrapping: This technique distinguishes itself from all the above mention techniques that select or divides its sampling 

into testing and training set without reusing the sample dataset or replacing them. In bootstrapping technique, all the sets 
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selected for training the algorithms are replaced back into the original data set pool to have equal chances of being used 

for analysis. 

 

2.2.2.2 Confusion Matrix 

With reference to Krzanowski & Hand (2009: Chapter 1-3) using the assumption that v is the threshold value of V in a specific 

classification rule, where each individual is allocated to a population P, thus, where the scores of classification 𝑠 exceed 𝑣 else to 

the N population. To assess the efficiency of the classifier we must be able to calculate the possibility of misallocation of a 

population. In this sense, we might probably be able to tell in the future the rate at which misallocation might when classifying 

individual objects. From this, we would be able to derive four possibilities with their corresponding rates for a classifier: 

1. The possibility that objects within the P group are classified correctly. That would be represented as true positive rate 

𝑡𝑝 =  𝑝(𝑠 ≥ 𝑣|𝑃); 
2. The possibility that objects within the N group are misclassified. That would be represented as false positive rate 𝑓𝑝 =

 𝑝(𝑠 > 𝑣|𝑁); 
3. The possibility that objects within the N group are classified correctly. That would be represented as true negatives rate 

𝑡𝑛 =  𝑝(𝑠 ≤ 𝑣|𝑃); 
4. The possibility that objects within the P group are misclassified. That might be represented as false negative rate 𝑓𝑛 =

 𝑝(𝑠 < 𝑣|𝑃). 

From this scenario, to attain a perfect classification then one must be able to identify a threshold V=v where all individuals members 

in the class of P(Positive) might have a score greater than v, and all those in class N (Negative) might have a score less than or equal 

to v.  

From Table 1 below is a typical representation of the above binary situation where we have two instances: true and false instance. 

That results in the possibility of four (4) classification outcomes indication: a true negative (Correct Rejection), a false negative 

(Misses), a true positive (Hits) and a false positive (False alarms). Hence, tab. 1 is described in a contingency table, which is also 

known as confusion matrix. The contingency table positions the predicted models for classification the rows with the observed 

phenomenon of the classification on the columns. In classifying a model, the correct classification that is true negatives and positives 

lies on the diagonal of the contingency table. Model errors are specified by other fields. A perfect model is depicted with only the 

true negatives and positives filled out fields whiles the other fields would be equal to zero (0). Some model evaluators or metrics 

have can be deduced from the confusion matrix. These metrics are discussed below. 

 

Table 1 Contingency Table (Confusion Matrix) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Previous studies in credit scoring industry have adopted to accuracy as the most used evaluator to measure performance of a 

classifier either in solving multi-class or binary classification issues (Chawla et al., 2004; Desai, Crook, & Overstreet, 1996; Gu, 

Zhu, & Cai, 2009; Hossin, Sulaiman, Mustapha, Mustapha, & Rahmat, 2011; Ranawana & Palade, 2006; VENKAT & KIM, 1987). 

In using accuracy to measure, the quality of solution provided by a classifier is as a result of the percentage of predicted correctly 

over the total classes. This is presented in Equation 1.1 

𝑨𝑪𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑨𝑪𝒀 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
… … … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.1) 

 

Accuracy cannot be measured without adding error rate since is a key factor needed to evaluate the incorrect prediction that is 

resulted from the percentage of incorrect prediction over the total classes. This can be represented in equation 1.2. 

𝑬𝑹𝑹𝑶𝑹 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬 =  
𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 … … … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.2)  

 

Most researchers in choosing an optimal solution and discriminating among algorithms have used both metrics extensively due 

to its advantage. These metrics computations are easy with fewer complexities; it has good standings in measuring multi-label and 

multi-class problems; very simple for scoring with simple interpretation for understanding by a novice. However, these two metrics 

has its weakness as evaluators and discriminatory processors. A major weakness of the accuracy metrics is biased towards the 

majority class and unable to distinguish overall performance accurately since the minor class turns to be at disadvantage (Weiss, 

2004). In imbalance situation, all or majority of the instances in the minority class are predicted wrongly unlike the majority class 
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(H. Han, Wang, & Mao, 2005). This makes it very difficult being able to identify the optimal classifier. In addition, these metrics 

are less informative due to its simplicity (MacKay, 2005).  

  

The sensitivity ratio is also another metrics derived from the confusion matrix. This ratio is calculated from the percentage of 

positive class accurately predicted or classified. The sensitivity ratio is also known as Hit rate or recall or true positive rate from 

other studies. This ratio is represented by Equation 1.3. 

𝑺𝑬𝑵𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑽𝑰𝑻𝒀 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑰𝑶 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 … … … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.3) 

The sensitivity ratio is the best suit for evaluating performance problems with imbalance dataset problem since that can be used 

for either minority or majority class. Studies from (Zekic-Susac, Sarlija, & Bensic, 2004) demonstrated the application of using 

sensitivity ratio in both classes that are bad and good applicant cases. This shows that this metrics can be used for either bad-good 

applicant or majority-minority classes based upon your targeted class at a time for each instance. 

Precision metrics is a derivative from the confusion matrix. It measures the accuracy of a class in question. It can either be used for 

positive or negative class depending on the class given. It is represent based on equation (1.4)   

 𝑷𝑹𝑬𝑪𝑰𝑺𝑰𝑶𝑵 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠) 𝑂𝑅 

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 (𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠) … . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.4) 

Anytime F-measures is adopted then it gives a signal that precision and sensitivity ratio have used in their analysis. F-measure 

metric is adapted to observe or watch both precision and sensitivity ratio at the same time (Van Rijsbergen, 1979). If all factors 

influencing precision and sensitivity ratio are held constant, then we expect their weights to be equal. This can be written in an 

equation as (1.5). 

𝑭 − 𝑴𝑬𝑨𝑺𝑼𝑹𝑬 =  
2 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 ∗ 𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑇𝑌 𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂

𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑇𝑌 𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁
… … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.5) 

Even though G-Mean and F-Measure are good improvements in terms of accuracy, their lapses make it ineffective in answering 

various generic questions about evaluating classification. A typical example, in this case, is, which ways can we compare the 

different classifiers in terms of performance over a range of sample distribution? (H. He & Garcia, 2009). On the other hand, F-

measure may be low due to low accuracy from the minority class even though the general accuracy might be very high (H. Han et 

al., 2005).   

Table 2 Confusion Matrix for Cost-Sensitive (Type I and Type II error) 

 Actual Condition  

Positive (Risk Free) Negative (Risk) 

Experimental Results 

 

Positive (Risk Free) 

Negative (Risk) 

True Positive (TP) 

Type II Error (FN) 

Type I Error (FP) 

True Negative (TN) 

 

From the table 2 above is the cost sensitive learning that in practice is called the type I error and type II error. These are graded 

in the Cost and savings in terms of predicting the actual positives and actual negatives. The type I error represented as the actual 

negatives or bad applicants being presented as good or positive applicants. This type of error would be a great loss than savings to 

the credit firm and it is more serious to commit this type of error. In the case of type II error, which is represented as the actual 

positives or good applicants being presents as negatives or bad applicant would be savings to the credit firm since the results from 

the analysis would be to deny applicant access to credit requested. This can be elaborated from the below topic and equations.  

Cost Sensitive Learning: Elkan (2001) interpreted the cost sensitive basic rule for machine learning very well from the confusion 

matrix. This knowledge was later adopted and applied in credit scoring industry by (Abdou, El-Masry, & Pointon, 2007) using West 

(2000) lay down procedures as a guide. Cost Sensitive learning function applied by Abdou et al., (2007) can be express as in 

equation 1.6 

 

NB:  Let 𝜋𝐺 = 𝛽𝐺  ,  𝜋𝐵 = 𝛽𝐵 

𝐶𝑆𝐿 =  𝑃𝐵−𝐺 ∗  𝐶𝐵−𝐺 ∗ 𝛽𝐵 + 𝑃𝐺−𝐵 ∗ 𝛽𝐺 ∗ 𝐶𝐺−𝐵 … … … … … … … 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.6) 

 

In equation 1.6, the equation variables can be denoted as: 𝛽𝐵 is the probability prior to a bad applicants, 𝛽𝐺 is the probability 

prior to a good applicants, 𝑃𝐵−𝐺 is the possibility of predicting bad applicants as a good applicants, 𝑃𝐺−𝐵 is the possibility of 

predicting good applicants as bad applicants, 𝐶𝐵−𝐺  is the cost involved in predicting true bad applicants as good applicants, 𝐶𝐺−𝐵 

is the cost involved in predicting true good applicants as bad applicants. 

From the above function Abdou et al., (2007)  explain that 𝛽𝐺 and 𝛽𝐵 is a derivation from the below equations: 

 

𝛽𝐺 =
𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑝

𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛
………………………………….EQN. (1.6.1) 

𝛽𝐵 =
𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑛

𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛
………………………………….EQN. (1.6.2) 

 

From Elkan (2001) point of view to this function is to minimize failures and record high efficiency if you want to adopt this as 

cost sensitive measures. To determine how well an algorithm performs is the size of the values from this cost function. The smaller 

the value the better the accuracy and vice versa. 

From West (2000) definition, 𝑃𝐺−𝐵 and 𝑃𝐵−𝐺 are actual rate of false negatives and actual rate of false positives respectively, and is 

a derivation from the equations below: 

 

𝑃𝐺−𝐵 = (
𝑓𝑛

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.6.3) 
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𝑃𝐵−𝐺 = (
𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛
) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.6.4) 

 

Substituting equation 1.6.1, 1.6.2, 1.6.3 and 1.6.4 into equation 1.6. A rewrite of the whole equation would be: 

 

𝐶𝑆𝐿 = [
𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑛
] ∗ [

𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛

𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐵−𝐺) + [

𝑓𝑛

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛
] ∗ [

𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑝

𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐺−𝐵).… … . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.7) 

 

Simplification of equation (1.7) would be rewritten as: 

 

𝐶𝑆𝐿 = [
𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐵−𝐺) + [

𝑓𝑛

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐺−𝐵) … … … … 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.8) 

 

From equation (1.8), the function is said to be true when good applicants are treated or selected as positive applicants. In the 

cost sensitive learning, we can demonstrate bad applicants being selected as good applicants or positive class would be represented 

in an equation as: 

𝐶𝑆𝐿 = [
𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐺−𝐵) + [

𝑓𝑛

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐵−𝐺) … … … … 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.9) 

From equation (1.9), bad applicants are now predicted as positive; in this case, all good applicants are predictions from selecting 

bad applicants as good applicants, which is represented by 𝑓𝑛 whilst all bad applicants are predictions from selecting good 

applicants as bad applicants, which is represented as 𝑓𝑝.   

In cost sensitive learning, it is always an advantage to predict good applicants in a class of positives, researchers argues that 

there is a lower risk in predicting positive (good) applicants as negative (bad) applicants than situation when bad applicants are 

predicted as good applicants with higher risks (Nayak & Turvey, 1997). In addition, in the results of mistakes when bad applicants 

are predicted as good would lead to the following lost consequences to the lender: profit on the principal, principal, administration 

fees, coverage of insurance, taxes on property and legal fees (Nayak & Turvey, 1997:286). However, in the case of denying a good 

applicant with good credit history as bad applicants has not really being debated on the cost involved in making such mistakes 

except the cost of loss of profit, which would be accrued, from the principal when offered the credit.    

From the concluding results for cost learning metrics from Dr. Hofmann (West, 2000:1147), Abdou et al. (2007) and West (2000) 

agreed and adopted five (5) as a relative factors for instances of predicting bad applicants as good applicants as against prediction 

of good applicants as bad applicants. This work would focus on also minimizing misclassification errors based on the algorithm 

selected. In addition, in measuring model performance the use of a scalar gives a poor summary of model performance especially 

in the case of adopting non-parametric models such support vector machine (SVM) or artificial neural networks (ANN) and some 

of the metrics developed from contingency table are sensitive to anomalies of data such as skewness of class. ROC was an 

intervention to resolve some of these issues which most of the evaluation metrics have failed to address. 

 

2.2.2.3 Receiving Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curve 

The definition and explanation of this metric would be discussed briefly from receiving operating characteristics (ROC) curve 

to the derivation of the area under (ROC) curve. This metrics is well noted for its wide usage and popularity within the data mining 

environment. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve name originated from the usage of signal detection curve theorem 

(Egan, 1975; Green & Swets, 1966), with the aim of detecting a particular signal existence even though there may be genuine losses 

of few of these signals there should be a concurrent possible false alarm. In the theorem of signal detection, the objective is to assign 

individual tasks to a class of signals and non-signals. The word usage of "characteristics" in ROC refers to the behavior 

characteristics of a classifier over the operational potential ranges (Krzanowski & Hand, 2009). 

The ROC curve is a graphical representation of the false positive rate and true positive rate by plotting these on the horizontal and 

vertical axis respectively depending on the variation of the threshold t.  It actually a complete representation of the performance of 

a classifier. It is the summarization of information in a single curve using the functions from the cumulative distribution scores of 

the two classes. Receiving Operating characteristics (ROC) curve has a long history, and many researchers have rediscovered this 

evaluation metrics in different disciplines. This demonstrates and indicates it naturalness and extreme practicability in representing 

a classification rule. For references on how ROC curves have been applied in medicine, psychology, theory of electrical signal 

detections then we must read (Bamber, 1975; Egan, 1975; Green & Swets, 1966; J. A. Hanley, 1989; James A Hanley & McNeil, 

1982; Metz, 1978; Peterson, Birdsall, & Fox, 1954; Swets & Pickett, 1982). For more recent studies on machine, data mining, 

medicine, credit scoring using ROC curves or AUC as evaluation metrics refer to (Ataman & Street, 2005; Bradley, 1997; Fawcett, 

2005; Hernandez-Orallo, Ferri, Lachiche, & Flach, 2004; Pepe, 2003; Rosset, 2004; Swets, 1996; Walter, 2005; Y. Zheng & 

Heagerty, 2004; X. H. Zhou, Obuchowski, & McClish, 2011). 

From table three (3) we take a look at all researchers conducted between the years 1964 to 2007 on receiving operating 

characteristics (ROC) curve and area under curve (AUC) analysis that amounts to 9710 articles.  This table does not only show 

articles using the analysis but also demonstrate its popularity when it comes to comparing models and efficiency of systems 

applications in various fields. As time goes on the more researchers understand and appreciate the efficiency of this metrics in their 

analysis looking at the rate at which its popularity grows.  

Table 3 ROC/AUC analysis articles between 1964-2007      Source: (Krzanowski & Hand, 2009: Chapter 1, p. 15) 

Dates (To, From) Number of articles 

1964 - Below 2 

1967 - 1964 7 

1971 - 1968 8 

1975 - 1972 9 

1979 - 1976 18 
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1983 - 1980 28 

1987 - 1984 41 

1991 - 1988 192 

1995 - 1992 854 

1999 - 1996 1582 

2003 - 2000 2506 

2007 - 2004 4463 

 

In other to construct ROC curve two metrics needs to be used, that is the sensitivity ratio or true positive rate which is plotted 

on the vertical axis against false positive rate which is plotted on the horizontal axis. Equation 1.3 has to be recalled while we 

introduce equation 2. 

 

𝑺𝑬𝑵𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑽𝑰𝑻𝒀 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑰𝑶 𝑶𝑹 𝑻𝑹𝑼𝑬 𝑷𝑶𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑽𝑬 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 … … … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (1.3) 

𝑭𝑨𝑳𝑺𝑬 𝑷𝑶𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑽𝑬𝑺 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 … … … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (2) 

 

 

 

Figure 2 ROC/ AUC (ROC) Curve       Source: Author   NB: Graph not to scale.          

 

Figure 2 is a hypothetical graph of ROC/AUC curves, which is not drawn to scale. This is just for illustration of this metrics. 

From this graph, the “dash gray lines” shows the random performance of a classifier with higher false positive than true negative 

response. The gray arrow pointing to the top left corner or left diagonal is a region or area used to determine the performance of a 

classifier. The higher it goes the better the performance of a classifier. Point “a” on the optimal line depicts extreme and always 

would exhibit negative classification. On the other hand, point “b” also depicts extreme positive and always exhibit positive 

classification.  Point “c” on the top right is an area where the dominance of true positive rates with quite a number of errors of false 

positives. In the extreme scenario, all classifiers that fall within the “c” region would classify all instances as positives. These 

demonstrate that we would not escape any positive class or member within the process that includes a large number of false positives 

being included in the positive class.  Any classifier that falls within that area towards the right has a worse performance than the 

random classifier since it exhibits more false positives than true positive results. Point “c” is also called region. 

Point “d” any classifier that falls within this area performance faulted with a small number of errors as false positives. In the 

extreme scenario, all classes would be classified as negatives class or members with no false positives neither would it results in 

true positives. This area is also called a conservative area. From the legend, a classifier may be defined as best or better when it 

falls on the path of the “green line” or better than that which means almost to 100% (0.1). The “orange line” denotes as poor 

performance, which indicates that a classifier identified within this threshold is performing poorly. Meanwhile, the “blue line” 

depicts a good performance of a classifier that is better than the “orange line” or almost to best performing classifier since there 

was a little chance of it being able to touch the edges of the graph but optimal when compared to the “green line”.  The “black 

line” denote worse performance of a classification model. This demonstrate that this algorithm or classification model is not 

accurate and it predicting results is full or errors. ROC curve is not sensitive to skewness. It also gives a full visualization of all 

models performances, which is more convenient and easy to identify and rank them based on perfect, optimal or sub-optimal. 

 

 

 

2.2.2.3.1 Derivation of area under the ROC Curve (AUC) 

The area under the ROC curve is a summary index possibly the most widely used for metric for classifying models which were 

studied in (Bamber, 1975; Bradley, 1997; Green & Swets, 1966; J A Hanley & McNeil, 1983). The area under the ROC curve was 
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adopted as a measure to compare and the contrast between learning algorithms (Provost & Domingos, 2003; Rakotomamonjy, 2004) 

while other researchers adopted this metric to construct learning optimization model (David J. Hand & Till, 2001; J. Huang & Ling, 

2005; Rosset, 2004). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) value gives a full description of performance ranking of a classifier 

than probability and threshold metrics. According to David J. Hand & Till (2001) when dealing with binary situation, the value of 

AUC can be estimated as; 

 

𝐴𝑈𝐶 = [
𝑆𝑝 −

𝑛𝑝(𝑛𝑛+1)

2

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝

] … … … … … . … … … … … … . . 𝐸𝑄𝑁. (2.1) 

 

Where, 𝑛𝑝 denoted as the number of positive class members, 𝑆𝑝 denoted as the summation of all ranked positive class members 

and 𝑛𝑛 is denoted as the number of negative class members. In practice and in theory, AUC has been proven as a more better metrics 

when evaluating classification models in terms of performance and identifying the best fit solution during the training stage when 

compared to accuracy metric (J. Huang & Ling, 2005). Even though AUC is superior to many evaluation metrics and adopted in 

discriminating against models in binary class situation, in event of multiclass problem, it has a very high cost of computation 

especially when it is to discriminate and evaluate a bulk-generated solutions. This lead to the formation of time complexities in 

multiclass problem when adopting AUC to reduce the high computational cost. According to Provost & Domingos (2003) time 

complexity is 𝑂(|𝐶|𝑛 log 𝑛) and David J. Hand & Till (2001) also define time complexity as 𝑂(|𝐶|2 𝑛 log 𝑛). 

 

However, with reference to Hossin & Sulaiman (2015), there are other evaluation metrics such as mean square error (MSE), hybrid 

discriminatory metric and other visualization based metrics. These metrics are not discussed in this work because of it not relevant 

to this work but it formula can found in the summary table. 

Table 4 Summary of formulae                                                                                          source: Author 

FOCUS OF EVALUATION USED METRICS FORMULA 

To measure the ratio of correct predicted 

specify over the sum total of evaluated 

instances 

Accuracy (acc) 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑛
 

To measure misclassification error is the 

total sum ratio of incorrectly predicted 

instances over the total sum of evaluated 

instances. 

Error Rate (err) 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑛
 

This fraction is used to measure correctly 

classified positive patterns. 

Sensitive Ratio (Sn) 𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
 

This fraction is used to measure correctly 

classified negative patterns. 

Specificity (Sp) 𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑝
 

To measure correctly the predicted positive 

patterns from the total sum positive class 

patterns predicted. 

Precision (P) 𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝
 

Between precision and recall values is the 

harmonic mean metric. 

F-Measure (FM) 2 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝑆𝑛

𝑝 + 𝑆𝑛
 

To have relatively balanced rates, tp rate 

and tn rate can be maximized from this 

metric. 

Geometric-mean (G-

Mean) √𝑡𝑛 ∗ 𝑡𝑝 𝑂𝑅 √(
𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑝
) ∗ (

𝑡𝑝

𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑝
) 

The effectiveness of averages of all classes. Average Accuracy 

(AvAcc) 
∑

𝑡𝑝𝑖+ 𝑡𝑛𝑖

𝑡𝑝𝑖+ 𝑡𝑛𝑖+ 𝑓𝑝𝑖+𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
 

This is used to measure the average error 

rate of all classes. 

Average Error Rate 

(Averr) 
∑

𝑓𝑝𝑖+ 𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑡𝑝𝑖+ 𝑡𝑛𝑖+ 𝑓𝑝𝑖+𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
 

Per-class average precision. Average Precision ∑
𝑡𝑝𝑖

𝑡𝑝𝑖+ 𝑓𝑝𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
 

Per-class average recall. Average Recall (Avr) ∑
𝑡𝑝𝑖

𝑡𝑝𝑖+𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
 

Calculating the average of F-Measure per 

class. 

Average F-Measure 

(AvFM) 

2 ∗  𝑝𝑀 ∗ 𝑟𝑀

𝑝𝑀 + 𝑟𝑀

 

This metrics is adopted when measuring 

relativity of random classifiers. It combines 

both Precision and sensitivity 

 

Kappa Statistics (K)  
𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑒

1 −  𝑃𝑒
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This metrics is used when measuring 

misclassification errors and to minimize 

the error margins to the lowest or small 

value. This is to enhance accuracy. 

Cost-Sensitive Learning 

(CLS) 
𝐶𝑆𝐿

= [
𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐺−𝐵)

+ [
𝑓𝑛

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑡𝑛
] ∗ (𝐶𝐵−𝐺) 

To rank all classifier performance. Area Under the ROC 

(AUC) Curve  𝐴𝑈𝐶 = [
𝑆𝑝 −

𝑛𝑝(𝑛𝑛+1)

2

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝

] 

Reference: 𝑪𝒊 is denoted as classes; true positive for class 𝑪𝒊 - 𝒕𝒑𝒊; true negative for class 𝑪𝒊-𝒕𝒏𝒊; false positive 

for class 𝑪𝒊-𝒇𝒑𝒊; false negative for class 𝑪𝒊-𝒇𝒏𝒊; M denoting macro-averages; 𝑷𝒂 = (
𝒕𝒏+𝒕𝒑

𝑵
); 𝑷𝒆 = (

𝒇𝒏+𝒕𝒑

𝑵
) ∗

(
𝒇𝒏+𝒕𝒑

𝑵
); 𝑺𝒑 Sum of all positive instances; 𝒏𝒑 number of positive instances; 𝒏𝒏 number of negative instances. 

 

From the previous pages of this work, we can measure the performance of a classification rule upon several ways. It is ideal to 

choose a particular criterion for which performance measure corresponds to the core performance of the chosen application in 

question. However, often, it is a challenge to point a particular aspect as a focus, and there is no way an individual would be able 

to know precisely circumstances upon which a classification rule would be tested or when in the future a classification rule would 

be verified for validity circumstance. For this reason, it would be of good to have demonstrated several ways through summarizing 

and displaying the performance of a classification rule over varieties of conditions. This calls for the need to which we have to 

justify in table 2.2.3 in using the evaluation metrics selected. 

 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

 

In summary, most finding and solutions provided from works reviewed has a concentration on credit scoring performance. These 

solutions for performance and efficiency within the credit industry includes both data methods as well as algorithm methods. 

Problems of imbalance data have been a major concern for credit scoring imperfectness in the credit industry. For this work purpose, 

we have a higher representation of good credit applicant than bad applicant of finished data sets from applicants’ credit approval. 

We would focus on using K- folds cross-validation and cross validation since it is able to deal with more than one-class learning 

for training and validation or testing the accuracy of the classifiers selected for a prediction on our dataset.    

Metrics for evaluation would be used in the testing phase as an evaluator in measuring the effectiveness of a classifier produced 

with the unseen data whiles in the training or validation phase it serves as an optimization criterion for classification algorithms. 

Thus, metric used at this stage is to discriminate and to choose the most favorable solution that can yield most accurate prediction 

of a specific classifier for future evaluation. 

Finally, in this work, we would adapt to the usage of multiple metrics instead of a single metric in analyzing the performance of 

each algorithm from a broader viewpoint. We would use H or F-measures, Sensitive ratio, Cost sensitive learning, kappa statistics 

and Area under the curve (AUC in ROC) in the application of this work as evaluation metrics since they contribute differently 

towards the efficiency of algorithm performance. In evaluating the algorithms, the Sensitive ratio would be adopted to evaluate the 

algorithm performance of effectively predicting the class of positives. F-measure would be used to monitor the precision and 

sensitivity ratio simultaneously. The Cost sensitivity learning would be adopted to minimize the misclassification errors to the 

minimal. The kappa statistics would be adopted to measure relativity of the random classifier. Lastly, the focus of this work which 

is Area under the curve (ROC) adapted to determine which of the four algorithms selected failed to correctly predict both classes 

accurately by comparing using the (AUC=0.5) as random guessing. 
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2.2.3 Justifications of the adaptation of evaluation metrics for these studies adopted 

 

 

 

Table 5 Summary for other works and evaluation metrics adopted.         source: Author 

RESEARCHER YEAR 

COVERED 

ESTIMATION 

TECHNIQUES 

METHODOLOGY ISSUES FINDINGS COUNTRY 

USED 

Zhou & Lai (2009) 2009 Area under ROC curve 

(AUC) 

An LS-SVM weighted model for 

credit scoring using ROC (AUC) 

Curve maximization was proposed 

with a direct search optimization. 

Their test was centered on two datasets from 

Germany and Australia. Their results compared with 

other five most widely used methods shows that 

WLSSVM model is more stable in terms of 

performance and is a good option for constructing 

credit models using AUC maximization. 

German, 

Australian 

Brown & Mues 

(2012) 

2012 Area under the receiver 

operating characteristic 

curve (AUC) 

The AUC was adopted to measure 

and compare with Nemenyi's post 

hoc test and Friedman's average 

rank test to test the difference in 

ranks and significance of the 

individual classifiers. 

Gradient boosting and random forest classifiers are 

more stable in terms of performs in the context of 

credit scoring and comparatively able to deal with 

class imbalances in data sets. In addition, C4.5 

algorithm decision tree, k-nearest neighbors and 

quadratic discriminant analysis techniques are 

significantly performing worse than the most widely 

used classifiers in the case of large class imbalance. 

Benelux, 

Germany, 

Australian 

Verbraken et al. 

(2014) 

2013-2014 Area under the ROC curve 

(AUC) 

 In a proposed test for accuracy, selection criteria for 

model parameter and determining cutoff values 

using government institution loans granted to 

customers as data. In their findings, their proposed 

model for classification based on profit measure 

performs wells compared to other approaches in 

terms of monetary value and accuracy in the set test, 

and this also helps model deployments. 

Belgium, Chile, 

United Kingdom 
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Ala’raj & Abbod 

(2015) 

2015-2016 Area under the ROC curve 

(AUC) 

This estimation technique was 

employed in a demonstration of 

the discrimination and separation 

ability of each model and to 

measure their performance and 

sensitivity in being able to classify 

good loans as well as bad loans. 

the result clearly demonstrates that consensus 

methods are better compared to MARS, LR, and 

traditional methods combinations based on all five 

datasets. In terms of stable RF is good, which is 

followed by all other datasets, while logistic 

regression,  in spite of goodness, was performing 

worse compared to classical combinations. Aside 

from that, MARS comparatively to logistic 

regression and traditional combination and base 

classifiers performs well. 

United Kingdom 

Ala’raj & Abbod 

(2016) 

2016 Area under the ROC curve 

(AUC) 

The AUC was used to determine 

which of the models used in the 

work best predict the classes in 

analyzing in binary classifications. 

Their results show clearly that ConsA was the best 

among other classical combiners and classifiers.  In 

terms of stability RF was good and placing second in 

all the datasets, and DT was good but comparatively 

worse than some of the classical combinations. In 

their conclusion based on their evaluation, LR, 

PROD, Max, NB and WAVG, SVM, MIN, and NN 

are worse significantly compared to ConsA 

approach. 

German, 

Australian, 

Japanese, 

Iranian, Polish, 

Jordanian, 

UCSD 

Blanco et al. (2013) 2013 Area under ROC curve 

(AUC) 

The used in the estimation 

technique in order to rectify 

classification problems. The AUC 

was evaluated using the aid of R 

using the ROCR Library. 

The result of this work depicts that in credit scoring 

multilayer-perceptron would be best used in 

Microfinance institution since its ability to perform 

better in terms of accuracy and lower cost 

misclassification when compared to QDA, LR and 

LDA models. 

Peruvian 

Pompella & 

Dicanio (2016) 

2005-2014 Area under ROC curve 

(AUC) 

AUC was used to measure 

dissimilarities using column 

matrix discriminating power as a 

related indicator. 

The findings depict incoherent stances and probably 

misappropriated rated banks. Their arguments based 

on their analysis shows that regulators of financial 

institutions for implementation could adapt their 

models and methods. 

Bloomberg 
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Koutanaei et al. 

(2015) 

N/A (Two 

year period) 

Area under ROC curve 

(AUC) 

The AUC was adopted for 

classification and setting 

parameters in the context of 

blended credit scoring methods. 

 

In stage three PCA algorithm was identified as the 

best FS algorithm based on the classification 

algorithm employed for preparing the dataset from 

each FS algorithm. Finally, in terms of classification 

accuracy (ANN) artificial neural network and 

Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost), adaptive boosting 

was higher. 

Iran 

Leung et al. (2007)  Area under ROC curve 

(AUC) 

This work uses Gini coefficient 

and ROC curve estimates which 

were calculated from the AUC as 

a standardized tool to measure 

model performance in terms of it 

prediction accuracy. 

From their findings using ROC to compare aritificial 

intelligence technique through the adaption of 

natural immune systems, called simpe artificial 

immune systems (SIAS). SIAS was found to be a 

better classifer when tested on three different data 

sets.  

    

Australian, 

German, Thomas 

(2002) 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This section introduces four learning algorithms, which are used for classifying and predicting our data. The four learning 

algorithms are embodied with three base models as the targets with an ensembler which is adopted as classifications algorithms due 

to the wide application of these models in the industry of credit scoring (Harris, 2015; Louzada, Ara, & Fernandes, 2016; Tomczak 

& Zieba, 2015; Xiao, Xiao, & Wang, 2016). These models are logistic regression, Support vector machine, artificial neural 

networks, and random forestry. These models are very popular in the credit industry that is applied to screening the credit worthiness 

of applicants. We used this chapter to illustrate all general mathematical formulas behind these algorithms, which are the basis for 

next chapter or empirical results.  

  

3.1 Logistic Regression 

Ohlson (1980) was the first to apply logistic regression in default prediction model classification. In credit risk estimation logistic 

regression model was first used by Wiginton (in Li et al. 2016: 344).  Under the classification models, logistic regression model 

deals mainly with the binary context in a specific classification modeling with posterior estimates probability of positive class such 

that sigmoid logistic is a linear function for features vector (Bishop, 2006).  On the other hand, logistic regression is classified as a 

multivariate analysis which is based on single or multiple attributes of independent variables used to predict and analyze the 

dependent variables attributes,  and is mainly used to gain knowledge into the probability relationship of the several conditions of 

dependent variable and the values of the independent variables (Campus, 2010: V4-736).  

According to Bekhet & Eletter (2014: 23) "Logistic regression (LR) is a predictive model widely used in classification". Thomas 

(in Bekhet & Eletter, 2014: 23) Logistic Regression is a linear function where the variables targeted is a nonlinear function of its 

probability of being good is higher. He added that independent variables are sensitive to correlations in classifying results for 

modeling logistic regression. Hence, strongly correlated variables are would not be needed when developing a model.   

 

The estimated model method adopted for logistic regression analysis is the maximum likelihood. The model adopted for logistic 

model is usually featured as; 

 

𝑙𝑖 = 𝐿(𝑦𝑖 = 1 |𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖, 𝑋3𝑖 … … 𝑋𝑘𝑖) =
exp (∝+ 𝛽1𝑋1+ 𝛽2𝑋2+ 𝛽3𝑋3……..+ 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘)

1+exp (𝛼+ 𝛽1𝑋1+ 𝛽2𝑋2……..𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘)
 ………………… (a) 

     = 
𝑒

∝ + ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖
𝑘
𝑗=1  

1+ 𝑒
∝ + ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1  

……………………………………... (b) 

 

Assume “corporate or non-risky credit firms” should be zero (0), then “non-risky credit firm’s” (𝑦𝑖 = 0) conditional likelihood 

should be: P(𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝑋1, 𝑋2, … … . 𝑋𝑘𝑖) = 1 − 𝑝𝑖. Through this we would derive a new observation of likelihood: 

𝑃(𝑦𝑖) =  𝑝𝑖
𝑦𝑖  (1 − 𝑝𝑖)1−𝑦𝑖……………………………………………………………………. (c) 

Where 𝑦𝑖 = 1 or 𝑦𝑖 = 0. This treat all observations as independent, Hence, joint likelihood would: 

𝐿(𝜃) =  ∏ 𝑝𝑖
𝑦𝑖 (1 − 𝑝𝑖)

1−𝑦𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1 ……………………………………………………………….. (d) 

Simplification of this calculation would be the logarithmic likelihood function, which is as follows: 

𝐼𝑛[𝐿 (𝜃)] = 𝐼𝑛 [∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑦𝑖  (1 − 𝑝𝑖)1−𝑦𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

] 

                                        = ∑[𝑦𝑖𝐼𝑛(𝑝𝑖) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖)𝐼𝑛(1 − 𝑝𝑖)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

                                  =  ∑ [𝑦𝑖𝐼𝑛 (
𝑝𝑖

1 − 𝑝𝑖

) + 𝐼𝑛(1 − 𝑝𝑖)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

                                                               =  ∑ [𝑦𝑖(𝛼 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖) + 𝐼𝑛 (1 −
𝑒∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

1 + 𝑒∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖
𝑘
𝑗=1

)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

                                              =  ∑ [𝑦𝑖(∝ + 𝛽𝑋𝑖) − 𝐼𝑛(1 +  𝑒𝛼+∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖
𝑘
𝑗=1 )] 𝑦𝑛

𝑖=1 …. (e) 

 

The functions of the logarithms-likelihood and the estimated maximum likelihood is derived parameters of 𝛽𝑗 and α where (j=1, 2, 

3,...k).  Through these functions, we can then derive the following likelihood: 

                                                
𝜕𝐼𝑛[𝐿(𝜃)]

𝜕𝛼
= ∑ [𝑦𝑖 −

𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

1+ 𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

]

𝑛

𝑖=1

……………………. (f) 

 

                                               
𝜕𝐼𝑛[𝐿(𝜃)]

𝜕𝛽
= ∑ [𝑦𝑖 −

𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

1+ 𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

]

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖……………………. (g) 

 

The solutions derived from the calculated equations of k+1 is the estimated of 𝛽𝑗 where (j=1, 2, 3…k)  and α value. This estimation 

process is the maximum likelihood estimation.  

3.2 Artificial Neural Network (Ann)  

According to Fensterstock (2001), neural network is the least well-known methods in credit scoring. However, it may be 

considered as one of the most powerful technology tools in decision support available for solving credit scoring issues.  Neural 

network should not be view as a competitor to the conventional computing or as a replacement but rather it is a complementary 

technique. It is also identified with its nature of performing complex tasks and do not require programming. NN is also characterized 
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by its ability to generalize from examples, learn from experiences, extract very important patterns from noisy data and requires less 

time to develop. Its special feature of dealing with situations, which was not thought of during developmental stages, makes it a 

very strong tool. Haykin (1994), artificial neural network is the paradigm of processing information which as biological nervous 

systems as basis including brains in processing information. Fensterstock (2003:12) Neural Networks systems are built on methods 

that analyze past data and has the capacity to categorize existing or potential accounts into one of the various classes for varying 

risk credit, such as: indeterminate; good; charge-off; delinquent and bankrupt. Fensterstock (2001), added that this system is a 

product of artificial intelligence algorithms application which allows the system through analyzing of past data, to identify the 

relationship between characteristics of accounts and their possibilities of defaults (recognition patterns). It is also developed with 

the ability to determine automatically the characteristics which are of importance in predicting defaults with more flexibility 

compared to standardized statistical methods.   

“Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are nonlinear mapping structures based on the function of the human brain” (Lek & Gugan 

1999:65) whiles Akko (2012), also explains neural networks as the development of working principles through nonlinear modeling 

in simulating human brains. This is the transfer of human being’s ability to learn, into an environment of computerized systems. 

According to Mao (1996), artificial neural networks are enormously parallel systems with a tremendous number of interconnected 

processors. Basheer & Hajmeer (2000) also explains artificial neural networks as the new computing tool that has been extensively 

using in solving the most complex problems in our real world. Feed-forward is a type of algorithm or model within artificial neural 

networks family. In credit scoring or risk analysis the most widely used algorithm within artificial neural networks is the feed-

forward neural network (Pazhoheshfar & Saberi n.d.; Ala’Raj & Abbod, 2015; Ala’raj & Abbod, 2015; Ala’raj & Abbod, 2016; 

Oreski & Oreski, 2014; Chen & Lin, 2014; Information & Engineering, 2004; Luo et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2015; Li et al., 2009; 

Zhong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2007; Bekhet & Eletter, 2014; Jackson & Wood, 2013; Wilson, 1998; Brown & Mues, 2012; 

Azayite & Achchab, 2016; Zhou et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Ghodselahi & Amirmadhi, 2011).  

This work is no exception; hence, the feed-forward neural network would be adopted to build this model. The feed-forward 

neural network is able to identify and map any kind of nonlinear function right from input to output. A standardized feed-forward 

neural network is characterized by three (3) hierarchical network layers, which are the hidden layers, output layers, and the input 

layers. The network structure can be illustrated through the following assumptions: 

Assumption: 

i. Input vector pattern is 𝑋𝑚 =  (𝑥1
𝑚, 𝑥2

𝑚, 𝑥3
𝑚, 𝑥4

𝑚 … … … … . 𝑥𝑛
𝑚) 

ii. Vector output desired is 𝐾𝑚 =  (𝑘1
𝑚, 𝑘2

𝑚, 𝑘3
𝑚, 𝑘4

𝑚 … … … … . 𝑘𝑛
𝑚) 

iii. Hidden layers (Middle layer output) is 𝑉𝑚 =  (𝑣1
𝑚 , 𝑣2

𝑚 , 𝑣3
𝑚 , 𝑣4

𝑚 … … … … . 𝑣𝑛
𝑚) 

iv. Vector output layers is 𝑌𝑚 =  (𝑦1
𝑚, 𝑦2

𝑚 , 𝑦3
𝑚 , 𝑦4

𝑚 … … … … . 𝑦𝑛
𝑚)  

Where 𝑚 =  1,2,3 … … . 𝑛. The connections weights between the input layers and the middle layer is (𝑤𝑖𝑗), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 =

1,2,3, … … . 𝑛; 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … … 𝑛; the connections weight between hidden layer to output layer is (𝑝𝑗𝑡), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 =

1,2,3, … … . 𝑛; 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡 = 1,2,3, … … 𝑛; the value of the output threshold of the middle layer of each unit is (𝜃𝑗), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 =

1,2,3, … … . 𝑛; the value of the threshold of output layer of each unit is (𝛾𝑡), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡 = 1,2,3, … … . 𝑛.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3  

 

Support Vector Machine 

Results from experiments conducted by Huang et al. (2007) depicts that SVM is a promising model and addition to the data mining 

techniques in existence. 

When confronted with the choice of using SVM, you must be prepared to address the following problem that is how to choose the 

subset of the optimal feature input and the parameters best suit for the kernel (Ping, 2009). SVM is a specific type of algorithm 

learning system, which is characterized by decision function through a capacity control mechanism, which uses kernel functions, 

and solution of sparsity (W. Huang, Nakamori, & Wang, 2005).  According to Jndel (2010), Support vector machine is a state-of-

Figure 3 Feed-forward artificial neural network                                     (Li et al. 2016; PP. 346) 
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the-art recognition pattern algorithms which are well developed through generalization theory and optimization but cannot be 

applicable to the brain. 

According to Shawe-Taylor et al. (1998), minimization risk structure principles are based on the ability of the SVM being able to 

select data or find traces of data to differentiate and build the best hyperplane optimal which may be the two distinct types of 

segmentation.  

Supposing, we have a set of training M = [𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3, … … . 𝑚𝑣] and it corresponding set label N = [𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3, … … . 𝑛𝑣], these 

sample can be expressed as: [(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖)], 𝑚𝑖  ∈  𝑅𝑑 , 𝑛𝑖  ∈  [+1, −1], 𝑖 ∈  [1, 2, … … . . , 𝑣]. Where “d” represent the number of 

dimension of input space, and “v” is the size of the sample number.  In the conditions for separation liner, hyperplane must be 

optimal to differentiate the classes into two samples. The formula for hyperplane can be described as follows; 

 

                                        (𝜔 ∙  𝑚𝑖  ) + 𝑏 = 0 … … … … … … . … … … … … … … … (𝑎) 

The data would be classified using the below formulas: 

                                        (𝜔 ∙  𝑚𝑖) + 𝑏 ≥ 0 , 𝑛𝑖 =  1 … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑏)  

                                        (𝜔 ∙  𝑚𝑖) + 𝑏 < 0 , 𝑛𝑖 = −1 … … … … … … … … … … (𝑐)  

Optimal hyper plane normal direction is express as “𝜔”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hyperplane can be said to be optimal when there are no errors classified in the training data as well as the intervals of the 

hyperplane data in terms of distance and how furthest are the hyperplane. Alternatively, a situation such as linear separation, hyper 

plane optimization can be reached as solving programming problem in quadratic. Taking into account the samples training, the bias 

“b” and optimal weights “𝜔" are the significant indicators to be identified. The cost function weight minimized can be derived as 

follows: 

min 𝑆(𝜔) =  
1

2
‖𝜔‖2,……………………………… (d) 

Where; 

 

𝑛𝑖[(𝜔 ∙  𝑚𝑖) + 𝑏] − 1 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1,2,3, … … , 𝑙……………………. (e) 

Lagrange multiplier can be applied to solve the function of optimization S (𝜔) must be a quadratic, the condition constraints 

must be linear and the question must be a typical problem of quadratic programming. Then, LaGrange multiplier can be adopted as 

a method to solve the problem as follow; 

𝐿 (𝜔, 𝑏, 𝛼) =   
1

2
‖𝜔‖2 −  ∑ 𝛼𝑖[𝑛𝑖[(𝜔 ∙ 𝑚𝑖) + 𝑏] − 1],𝑙

𝑖=1  ………………….. (f) 

 

Where ( 𝑖 = 1,2,3, … … . . , 𝑙) 0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖 is the lagrange multiplier whereas the value extreme of “L” is saddle point, the optimal 

solution is the derivation of “L”. Hence, the final derivation function is  

𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 = 𝑆𝑔𝑛 (𝜔∗ ∙ 𝑚 + 𝑏∗),……………………………….. (g) 

Where 𝑏∗ and 𝜔∗ are the optimal solution. Even though, optimal solution is reached, linearly separable of all the data is 

impossible. Instances, where separable of all the data linearly becomes impossible, alternative options can be used to solve 

impartibility to achieve linear separation thus, by mapping all the data on a high dimensional space. In the process of mapping the 

data,  kernel functions has to imported into SVM (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000). According to (Lyu, 2005; Minh, Niyogi, & 

Yao, 2006; S. Zhou & Gan, 2004), Kernel functions can be used to calculate samples of the inner product and the kernel function 

𝐾 (𝑚𝑖, 𝑚𝑗) must satisfy the condition Mercer theorem. The most widely used kernel functions in SVM are sigmoid kernel function, 

radial basis functions, and the polynomial kernel function. After the added kernel function, we would derive the new formula as; 

 

𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 = 𝑆𝑔𝑛 (∑ 𝜔𝑖
𝜇
𝑖=1 𝐾(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑚) + 𝑏),……………………………….. (h) 

 

The number of support vectors and weight of the vector are represented as “µ” and “𝜔𝑖" respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4 build of optimal separate hyperplane                            (Zhou et al. 2013; pp. 174) 
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3.3.1 Why the adaptation of kernel tricks 

This section is an extract from Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor (2000b), under support vector machine which is to introduce the 

technique or trick of the kernel which is the foundation of support vector machine performance. One astonish feature of the SVM 

is that the learning theoretic issues are independent of the approximation theoretic issues. Representation of Kernel function is to 

offer other option of solution through which data can be projected into high feature dimensional space in other to increase the power 

of computation for machine linear learning.  

The introduction of machine linearity in the dual process representation is to make it feasible to perform these implicit steps. 

Examples from Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor (2000b: Chapter 2), highlighted that all the training examples would never appear in 

isolation but would always be part of the inner products between pairs of examples. The advantage of adopting the dual process 

representation of machine learning is derived from the fact that in representing all the number of tunable parameters they are not 

dependents on the number of variables used. By an introduction of appropriate kernel function to replace the inner product, one can 

perform implicit nonlinear mapping onto a high feature dimensional space without increasing the number of tunable parameters, so 

far as the inner product  of the vector feature computed by the kernel corresponds to the two inputs (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 

2000b: Chapter 2).  

One interesting thing about the kernel properties that, it can be studied in general or in a self-intended way towards one trick to 

be able to apply them to different theories of learning algorithms. According to Hamel (2009:107) Kernel trick is by using the most 

appropriate function of the kernel that can be adopted as an advantage to map into feature spaces without necessary paying the price 

of computing the explicit mappings since the input space computations are always simplified by the computations in the feature 

space. In selecting kernel function for this study, we have so judiciously in other to control the model complexities. To construct an 

appropriate model for a study or data set, it all lies in finding the right kernel.  For the purpose of this study, we would only discuss 

four kernel functions based upon reviews on their performance and their mathematical expressions. For full details and better 

understanding of kernel function integration into SVM you should refer (C.-C. Chen & Li, 2014; Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 

2000a; Hamel, 2009; Noble, 2006; Rakotomamonjy, 2004; S. Ramanna et al., 2013; Schölkopf & Smola, 2002; Suykens & Leuven, 

2003).  

For an appropriate mapping given the equation 𝜗 ∶  𝑅𝑣 → 𝑅𝑢 with 𝑢 ≥ 𝑣, then we would have functions as; 

𝐾(𝑦, 𝑚) =  𝜗(𝑦). 𝜗(𝑚) … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑖) 

Where 𝑦, 𝑚 ∈  𝑅𝑣  are denoted as kernel or kernel functions (Hamel, 2009:107). The steps involved in mapping the datasets from 

the original source of imputation space to the feature space is identified as kernel trick (Hamel, 2009:103). The kernel tricks is a 

general approach in it usage than solely limiting its application to support vector machines. This means that all classifiers that 

merely depends on the products of dot inputting data can adopt this technique. Only four of these kernel tricks would be mention 

here based upon it wide usage even though there are several of these kernels functions or tricks. 

  

3.3.1.1 Radial Basis Function (RBF) or Gaussian Kernel 

The RBF is able to map the input space into infinite dimensional feature space. It is more friendly to use and fits to greatly into 

various shapes of the border for decision (X. Wang, Tian, & Cheng, 2007). This kernel function or trick is the most widely adopted 

in most works using the expression; 

𝐾(𝑦, 𝑚) = exp [−
||𝑦 − 𝑚||2

2𝜎2
]  𝑜𝑟 exp[− 𝜇||𝑦 − 𝑚||2] … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑗) 

 

3.3.1.2 Linear Kernel 

This kernel function is linear in function and would not make any changes to support vector machine with existing linear function. 

Their product would be the same and this kernel is express as: 

𝐾(𝑦, 𝑚) =  𝜗(𝑦). 𝜗(𝑚) = 𝑦. 𝑚𝑇 … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑘) 

 

3.3.1.3 Polynomial of degree “d” 

The polynomial kernel has been widely used and adapted for several works including (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) where they used 

this kernel function for recognition of handwriting numbers when there were faced with shifting of the optical character recognition. 

This kernel contributed greatly in identifying the problem for solution. In their recommendations, it is one of the best and most 

reliable kernel function due to its strength in detecting handwriting.  This kernel function can be express as: 

𝐾(𝑦, 𝑚) = (𝜇 +  𝑦. 𝑚𝑇)𝑑 … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑙) 
 

3.3.1.4 Sigmoid Kernel 

This kernel is also known for its strength within certain datasets and that can be referred from (Dong, 2007; X. Y. Liu et al., 2010). 

This kernel function can be written in an expression as: 

𝐾(𝑦, 𝑚) =  𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝜇 + (𝑦. 𝑚𝑇) + 𝛿) … … … … … … … … … … … . (𝑚) 

From the above expressions and definitions, 𝛿, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜗, 𝑑 are all parameters of the kernel.  

3.4 Random Forestry (RF) 

Random forestry, which was carved from a context of random tree ensembles as inductive conformable predictor having been 

noted as favorable algorithm performing well across various datasets problems (Bhattacharyya, 2013; Fernández-Delgado, 

Cernadas, Barro, Amorim, & Amorim Fernández-Delgado, 2014). Its construction is centered on three core steps in building this 

ensembler for classification. Firstly, the random forest manipulates the training datasets in gaining ensemble diversity. It is through 

this that bootstrap sampling technique is adopted to create a list of sets for learning. Secondly, an inducer is introduced through the 

model of random tree through different datasets training to generate a base classifier. Through these steps, small individual groups 

are generated at each node through the input features being selected randomly. This algorithm usually adopt the value of an integer 

with the greatest value that should not be greater than 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝜌 + 1 even though It has options for the user to predefine the size of the 

group. We define ”𝜌” as the number of input features. Through this, the best split point or feature would be picked to split on even 
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though those trees generated are not pruned. Finally, the algorithm resort to the technique of majority voting through the 

combination of base classifiers. 

According to Breiman (2001:6)  who have contributed greatly to the construction and modification of random forest ensemble 

as a classifier define this algorithm as collection of structured classifiers{ℎ(𝑋, Θ𝑘), 𝑘 = 1, … … }. Where {Θ𝑘} is defined as 

identically independent distributed vectors of random where each vote is casted by each unit of tree for the most popular class at 

input 𝑥. He added that after the generated large numbers of tree, they vote for the most popular class and that is what he term as 

procedures of random forest. The correlation among the trees and the individual strengths of the decision tree classifiers determines 

the error rate of the forest (Breiman, 2001). An increase in the error rate is dependent on the increase in the correlation whiles 

increases in the accuracy of the forest is solely dependent on the increasing the individual strength of the trees. This depicts that if 

one or more of the input variables are highly significant as predictors, these features would be selected in many of the trees from 

which they would be correlated. For correlation to be avoided within the trees, random forest adopts a learning algorithmic modified 

tree which would select randomly features of subsets instead of selecting the whole features to identify the best split for each node. 

This procedures and features make random forest a unique ensembler from bagging technique as a tree.  The random forest is 

embodied with properties and features as out-of-bag (OOB) error estimates, importance of variables, proximity matrix with full 

details and its operations can be referred from (Breiman, 1996, 2001; G. Wang et al., 2012). 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter dealt with all the mathematical formulation of each model was adapted for our study. We discuss on logistics regression 

from a simplified linear model to the derivation of maximum likelihood estimation, artificial neural networks (ANN or NN) as 

another model for classification which we adapted using the forward feed technique only. In addition is the support vector machine 

with it kernel tricks for adjustment of the model in making it work better. Only one kernel tricks would be used in the next chapter 

for our analysis based on the comparison of their results and which one that kernel gives the most optimal solution. In the later part 

of this study, we introduce the random forest as a combined classifier and ensembler based upon it strong performance within the 

few years and it robustness among several data set as an alternative to all the three models proposed if it should fail in the testing 

stage of this work.  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS 

In this chapter, we discuss the source of our datasets, description, variables selected and the sampling techniques adopted to select 

the dataset used for this study. this chapter also deals with the sensitive aspect of this works. It's introduce the experimental stages of 

this work to the final stage of analyzing our data set. 

 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

This research would be supported with data mining techniques using Logistic Regression (LR), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to measure the accuracy of their prediction accuracy on credit defaults using our target 

population. Random sampling was applied in selecting the dataset for this study.  We adopted RStudio version 3.3.2 (2016-10-31) 

"Sincere Pumpkin Patch" The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) as a statistical 

and data mining tool to mine the datasets selected. This software is installed and run on Lenovo laptop, System Model 20384, 

Microsoft Windows 10 Home Single Language, Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4010U CPU @ 1.70GHz, 1700 MHz, 2 Core(s), 4 Logical 

Processor(s), Installed Physical Memory (RAM) 8.00 GB. Figures 5 and 6 below are our experimental design and detailed illustrated 

design model respectively for this study.  

From Fig. 5 shows a simple experimental design of the process through which we shall select our data sets right from the finished 

or unprocessed data into a refined stage where we would have our final dataset, which would be imputed into our method selection. 

From the method of selection, we shall build all classifiers that are logistics regression, support vector machine, and artificial neural 

networks train them and testing. In the process where these through algorithms fails to predict accurately, we should initialize our 

processes again from selection method and this time used random forest ensembler as an alternative classification algorithm.  Figure 

6 gives detailed illustrations of the process through from input of our raw data to finish. Our raw data would go through the cleaning, 

transformation and feature selection for our analysis. We adopted two selection method or technique for this processes that resulted 

from two analysis. The first phase shall be through 10 folds cross validation technique where each time our model is run it should 

be done ten (10) times to ensure efficiency and accuracy of our selected classifiers. The second phase is to segment our data set into 

70/15/15 partition where we would use 70% of our dataset for tanning our classifiers and 15% for validation and 15% for testing of 

the accuracy of the classifiers selected. If all three selected base classifiers should predict accurately and optimally then we proceed 

to our analysis and conclusion but if it fails to yield the optimal accuracy expected then we shall start the processes again by choosing 

the alternative combined model or ensembler known to be performing extremely well over the years that is random forest ensembler. 

In both analyses, random forest is an option if all selected algorithms fail to yield the best optimal solutions.  
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Figure 5 Experimental Design                                       Source: Author 

 

 

Figure 6  Detailed illustration of the experimental design       Source: Author 

 

4.1.1 Dataset Acquisition And Description 

Our data set is a secondary data from borrowers’ lending’s between 2009 to 2015 fiscal year that is collected from Commercial 

Banks XYX in Ghana. This dataset contains 66 variables with 44747 instances for both non-defaulters and defaulters. Sorting our 

data set into zero (0) overdue date account for 29423 instances and non-zero overdue data accounts for 15324 instances. We selected 

at random 15000 instances from the total instances of 44747 which constitute 8700 to be non-defaulters and 6300 to be defaulters.  

In other to ensure and enforce accuracy in predicting defaulters accurately with reference to Ala’raj & Abbod (2015:103) “the better 

the accuracy of the classifier, the more impact it has on others”. We mean that a classifier may be performing better or would be 

recorded as having high accuracy rate does not mean other classifiers are poor because they would be close to performing better.  

For this study concern, we used German and Australian data sets from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository (UCI) 

(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/statlog/) as a benchmark to enforce effectiveness and efficiency results 

for accuracy. From table 6 depicts all characteristics of our datasets used for this study. 
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Table 6 Datasets descriptions for studies 

Datasets Attributes Total Instances Non-Defaults Defaulter Instances 

Selected  

Missing 

Values 

GHANA 66 44747 29423 15324 15000 YES 

GERMAN 20 1000 700 300 1000 N/A 

AUSTRALIAN 14 690 307 383 690 YES 

 

All variables within these three datasets have been clearly tabulated within the next pages.  

Table 9 shows all the variables in our data set from Ghana that is used for this study. The following characteristics are found within 

this dataset: (a) Three (3) data type: Category, Numerical and Constant; (b) Sixty Six (66) variables or attributes; (c) Twenty Five 

(25) Numerical values; (d) Forty-One (41) Categorical values.  

 

Table 7 German dataset variables description 

VARIABLES DATE TYPE  VARIABLES DATA TYPE 

Status of Existing Checking  Account Categorical  Age Numerical 

Duration in Month Numerical  Housing Categorical 

Credit History Categorical  Job Categorical 

Loan Purpose Categorical  Telephone Categorical 

Credit Amount Numerical  Property Categorical 

Savings Accounts / Bonds Categorical  Foreign Worker Categorical 

Present employment since Categorical  Number of Dependents Numerical 

Installment Rate (%) of Disposal Income Numerical  Present Residence Since Numerical 

Number of Existing Credits at this Bank Numerical  Other Debtors / Guarantors Categorical 

Other Instalment Plans Categorical  Personal Status and Sex Categorical 

 

Table 8 shows all variables descriptions and data type within the German data set that was collected from UC Irvine Machine 

Learning Repository (UCI) (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/statlog/) as one of the bench marking the 

Ghanaian dataset. This dataset has the following characteristics: (a) Two (2) data type: Category and Numerical; (b) Twenty (20) 

variables or attributes; (c) Seven (7) Numerical values; (d) Thirteen (13) Categorical values. 

Table 8 AUSTRIALIAN DATASET VARIABLE DESCIPTION 

VARIABLES DATA TYPE  VARIABLES DATA TYPE 

A1 Categorical  A8 Categorical 

A2 Numerical  A9 Categorical 

A3 Numerical  A10 Numerical 

A4 Categorical  A11 Categorical 

A5 Categorical  A12 Categorical 

A6 Categorical  A13 Numerical 

A7 Numerical  A14 Numerical 

Table 8 shows all variables descriptions and data type within the German data set that was collected from UC Irvine Machine 

Learning Repository (UCI) (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/statlog/) as one of the bench marking the 

Ghanaian data set. This dataset has the following characteristics: (a) Two (2) data type: Category and Numerical; (b) Fourteen (14) 

variables or attributes; (c) Six (6) Numerical values; (d) Eight (8) Categorical values. 
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Table 9 Ghanaian dataset variable description 

VARIABLES 
DATA 

TYPE 
VARIABLES 

DATA 

TYPE 
VARIABLES 

DATA 

TYPE 

Customer Code Numerical Age Numerical Open Market Value Numerical 

Loan Code Categorical Sex Categorical Other Deductions Numerical 

Date of Birth Categorical Contract Categorical Tax Numerical 

Customer Telephone/Fax Categorical Nationality Categorical Other Income Numerical 

Customer Occupation Categorical Net Income Numerical Pension Numerical 

Customer Residence Status Categorical Date Added Constant Number of Children Numerical 

Customer Marital Status Categorical Date Modified Constant Salary Income Numerical 

Customer Identification Card Type Categorical Post City Categorical Industry Category Categorical 

Gross Monthly Income Numerical Astatus Categorical Date Added Constant 

Number of Dependents Numerical Date Applied Categorical 
Outstanding 

Principal Bal. 
Categorical 

Current Credit Grade Categorical Loan Purpose Categorical Default Flag Categorical 

Months (Duration) Current 

Employer 
Numerical Payment Type Categorical M_Totnet_IIS_YTD Numerical 

Employment City Categorical DelinStatus Categorical 
Current Arrears 

Status 
Numerical 

CustomerSegDsc Categorical LastCrTxndt Categorical 
Last Amount Paid 

Date 
Categorical 

Agreement Number Numerical LastDrTxndt Categorical InsurnanceYN Constance 

Applied Received Date Categorical Next Due Date Categorical Last Amount Paid Numerical 

Loan Approved Date Categorical Default Start Date Categorical Total Instalments Numerical 

Loan Account Open Date Categorical M_Eligible Amount Numerical Current Total Tenor Numerical 

Disbursement Date Categorical 
M_Instalment 

Amount 
Numerical 

Repayment 

Frequency 
Categorical 

Maturity Date Categorical 
Original Loan 

Amount 
Numerical Original Tenor Numerical 

Instalment Start Date Categorical Overdue Days Numerical 
Highest Arrears 

Status 
Categorical 

IntCrBureauStatus Categorical 
Instalment 

Remaining 
Numerical     

 

 

4.1.2 Data Transformation and Cleaning 

This is the stage where we would be refining and defining our datasets for learning by our models selected for training and 

testing or validation of the performance in terms of predictive powers.  

 

4.1.2.1 Feature Selection 

From our summary of our datasets, we shall adopt feature selection as a mode to select only significant attributes or variables 

for this study. All other variables as outliers within the datasets would be ignored for this study since they would not affect our 

results.  

 

4.1.2.2 Defining of variables for Ghanaian dataset 

All selected variables or attributes are defined in the table below. This is one of the most important stage of our data set where 

we are cleaning and defining the variables by replacing them with dummy variables or integers for each classification. This stage 

prepares our datasets for learning by our selected algorithms.  Our data set fitness is dependents on how well we prepare these 

datasets. The other two datasets (German and Australian) used to bench mark our analysis has been refined and transformed for 

analysis.  This can be referred from table 17 at appendix  

 

4.1.2.3 Missing Values 

In most real world datasets, we are faced with the problem of missing values. This problem could be as a result of either personnel 

in charge in the collection processes did not collect the data from the beginning or started the collection process and breaks or some 

of the information requested from the applicants could not available. We have several ways of dealing with this problem since its 

treatment could either influence our results positively or negatively or cause biasness towards one class even though this case rarely 

occurs. Situations where missing values would affect a big portion of the total observations within the data sets, these values cannot 

be ignored or disregarded. 

Practitioners in general, treat category variable differently from numerical values. In most cases, new category label "N/A" is 

assigned to the missing values or adapting the mode value as a replacement to the missing values for the category. On the other 
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hand, numerical missing values are replaced by the median value or mean value.  In addition, another option for treating the missing 

value in the dataset is to assign a code "@" in a situation where there are text and "666667" where it requires numerical variables. 

This would give room to the algorithms to decide whether those code or numerical value assigned are of important or not. 

This approach may look quite discretional at first glance, it is logical from the point of view practitioners. Majority of the 

learning algorithms is unable to treat or work with data sets containing missing values. In other to address this issue of missing 

values in our observations when using learning algorithms then we must use the assumption of replacing them with the most 

probably occurred values. In real world application and interpretation of the usage of this technique is; if we cannot obtain some 

information from the applicant, then we must use the default value. 

 

4.1.2.4 Treating Large Values 

All large values within our datasets are treated as natural logarithms values due to skewness problem. This is a common practice 

and acceptable in the field of research. 

 

4.2 Data Analysis and Discussions of results 

Our results would be presented in two phases where phase one uses 10 folds cross validation methods and phase two uses data 

segmentation where we have 70% of the total datasets being used for training of the model and 15% for validation and 15% for 

testing of the accuracy of our selected models. We only reported on the testing report since that was our target. There were chances 

where would have gotten good results from our validation results since that stage is seen by our algorithms compared to the testing 

sets which was entirely new for the algorithms to predict. 

 

4.2.1 Demography of Ghana Dataset 

 

 

Figure 7 Box Plot variables that are significant 

From  fig.7 and 8 above we have interesting distributions of our datasets using the box plots. We can see that Age is significant 

in terms of relations with people who default in term of loans. Majority of the people applying for loans are between the ages of 

40year to 50years which can be inferred from fig.9 of the histogram plotting of the age distribution that has an influence on the 

group of people who are likely to default. Sex box plot distribution depicts that sex has an influence on those who are likely to 

default when given loans and from fig.9 below demonstrate that majority of the applicants going in for loans and are likely to 

defaults are in the range of Zero (0) which are males compared to females.  

From fig.7 of the box plotting of gross income has the influence on those who are likely to defaults if given loans. From the box 

plot,  gross income is skewed towards zero with reference to fig.9. Gross monthly income of applicants whose salary are less than 

or close to 0.  This demonstrates that majority of the applicant whose gross income is less than 10000 have the maximum likelihood 

of defaulting on loans are high. From fig.7 of the box plot distribution of number of dependents has an influence on the likelihood 

of loan applicants being able to pay their or default. The box plotting depicts that those who with dependents close to zero (0) have 

lower chances of defaulting than those above zero (0) which can be referred from fig.9.  
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Figure 8 Cont’d of Box Plot variables that are significant 

From fig.8 of the box plots distribution depicts numbers of years an applicant have stayed on their current jobs. From the box 

plots, it shows that the longer people stayed in their jobs the chance of them getting closer to their retiring age might be higher than 

those employed and younger. The inference from fig.10 shows the histogram distribution of applicants requesting for loans. It is 

clear that majority of the applicants requesting for loans are below 100 months of employment with a higher likelihood of 

repayments compared to those above 100.   

 

 

Figure 9 Histogram Distribution of Box Plot graphs 

 

 

Figure 10 Cont'd Histogram Distribution of Box Plot graphs 

 

 

4.2.2 Test for Statistical Significance 

According to Vicente, Marqués, & Sánchez (2014), it is not evidenced enough to prove that classification algorithm or model 

achieves better performance or results than others, due to the testing results of different measuring performance or through the data 

mining technique of splitting the data set. For a complete evaluation performance, it would be right to propose testing of hypothesis 

to ensure that all difference in experimental test in terms of performance are significant statistically and not to be attributed to any 
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random effects of splitting data sets. How to choose the appropriate test for specific experiments would be based on several factors, 

which includes the number of datasets and number of classification algorithms to be compared for that particular study. 

From  Demšar (2006), stated that in machine learning statistical test can either be a non-parametric with examples such as 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Wilcoxon Signed Rank, Friedman test, and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum and parametric such as paired F-test and 

T-test. Suggestion from Demšar (2006) noted that non-parametric test should be considered than parametric tests since they can be 

unsafe statistical and inappropriate conceptually. It is safer and appropriate to adapt non-parametric test approach in machine 

learning compared to parametric approach since they do not presume homogeneity of variance or data normality (Demšar, 2006).  

In accordance to the above-stated points, we adapt the Wilcoxon rank sum test which is also known as Mann-Whitney test for this 

study to compare all the performance rankings for the four (4) classification models measured across all the three datasets. 

This is a two-sample nonparametric test. The null hypothesis states that there is no shift in the distribution of the samples and 

alternative hypothesis states that there is a shift in the distribution of the samples or locations. This test does not consider if the two 

samples are distributed normally but take into account whether their distribution is of the same shape. For every test, the null 

hypothesis would be rejected if the p-value is less than 0.05  and accept the alternative with a confidence level of 95%. 

 

Hypothesis 1 “AGE” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 2 “SEX” 

p-value = 0.008454  

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 3 “GROSS MONTHLY INCOME” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 4 “NUMBER OF DEPENDENT” 

p-value = 0.0003289 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 5 “MONTHS OF EMPLOYMET” 

p-value = 1.026e-11 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 6 “NET INCOME” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 7 “CUSTOMER ACCOUNT STATUS” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 8 “LOAN PURPOSE” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 9 “LAST AMOUNT PAID” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 
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Hypothesis 10 “ELIGLE AMOUNT” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 11 “MONTHLY INSTALL AMOUNT” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 12 “ORIGINAL LOAN AMOUNT” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 13 “OVER DUE DAYS” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 14 “RESIDENCIAL STATUS” 

p-value = 0.008454  

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

Hypothesis 2 “REST OF VARIABLES” 

p-value < 2.2e-16 

𝐻0: There are no shift in distribution of the variable : Reject null hypothesis if 𝑝 < 0.05 

𝐻1: There are shift in the distribution of the variable : Accept  if 𝑝 < 0.05 with confidence of 0.95. 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Predictive Modelling (Probability of Default Model) 

 

Table 10 PENALISED DATASET FOR PROBABILITY TESTING 

 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)  

(Intercept) -2.09E-02 2.16E-02 -0.97 0.332209  

AGE 9.40E-03 5.56E-04 16.905 < 2e-16 *** 

Sex -1.86E-02 8.78E-03 -2.115 0.034431 * 

M_Gross_Monthly_income -4.18E-05 4.47E-06 -9.354 < 2e-16 *** 

I_Number_dependents -6.96E-03 1.73E-03 -4.024 5.76E-05 *** 

I_MonthsNo_CurrEmp -5.56E-04 4.27E-05 -13.008 < 2e-16 *** 

M_NetIncome -1.79E-13 1.18E-13 -1.512 0.130529  

C_Astatus 1.22E-01 5.87E-03 20.795 < 2e-16 *** 

C_LoanPurpose 6.42E-04 1.59E-03 0.403 0.687011  

M_LastAmtPaid -1.40E-05 1.55E-06 -9.027 < 2e-16 *** 

M_EligibleAmt 2.33E-07 4.04E-08 5.775 7.94E-09 *** 

M_InstallAmt -2.51E-05 1.20E-05 -2.102 0.03561 * 

M_OrigLoanAmt 5.18E-06 6.37E-07 8.123 5.07E-16 *** 

I_OverdueDays 1.34E-03 2.48E-05 53.856 < 2e-16 *** 

I_OrigTenor -4.48E-04 4.60E-04 -0.973 0.330494  

I_CurrTotalTenor 1.25E-02 6.60E-04 18.889 < 2e-16 *** 

I_TotInstallments -1.22E-02 4.56E-04 -26.636 < 2e-16 *** 
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M_OutStandPrincipalBal_base -5.95E-06 6.49E-07 -9.163 < 2e-16 *** 

M_NoOfChildren -3.84E-03 2.43E-03 -1.579 0.114305  

M_Salary_Income 2.23E-06 2.82E-06 0.792 0.42834  

M_Other_Income -1.34E-05 7.72E-06 -1.736 0.08262 . 

M_Pension -3.31E-04 6.78E-05 -4.887 1.04E-06 *** 

M_Tax 1.09E-04 2.18E-05 5.004 5.71E-07 *** 

M_other_Deductions 1.46E-05 1.34E-05 1.089 0.276135  

IMN_C_Occupation -2.47E-03 6.41E-04 -3.844 0.000122 *** 

IMN_C_Residence_Status -1.50E-02 3.17E-03 -4.731 2.27E-06 *** 

IMN_C_Marital_0tatus -1.14E-02 2.92E-03 -3.891 0.0001 *** 

IMN_C_Nationality 1.69E-02 6.27E-03 2.698 0.006991 ** 

IMN_C_PaymentType 1.07E-02 6.12E-03 1.743 0.081295 . 

 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 

Residual standard error: 0.327 on 10471 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.562, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5608  

F-statistic: 479.8 on 28 and 10471 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 

 

From tab.10 above and the significant codes expressed below, '***' is 99.9% significant, '**' is 99% significant, '*' is 95% 

significant and '.' is -95% significant. The closer the adjusted R-squared to 1 the better the accuracy of the model. The residual 

standard error must be close to zero (0) shows strong relationships of these variables.  From this, we can now deduce our significant 

variables from the above table as (1) Age was positively correlated to default, implying that as people gross older their responsibility 

increases through family ties and as well as nearness to retirements. The chance of defaulting is higher compared to a young age. 

(2) Sex was negatively correlated to default which implies that most of the applicant was male due from our definition of data set. 

The likelihood of males also defaulting is higher than men. (3) Gross monthly income was negatively related to default meaning 

that the lesser your income the likelihood of an applicant defaulting is higher. (4) Number of dependents is also negatively correlated 

which demonstrates that those not defaulting were having fewer or no dependents at all.  

This enables such applicants to meet their loan agreement terms compared to those with dependents. (5) Months of current 

employments are negatively related to defaulting which implies that the lesser you have to work the higher tendency of defaulting 

on a loan is high. (6) customer account status was positively related to default which depicts that the type of account an applicant 

is used in determining whether he or she would default on the loan or not. (6) last amount paid with respect to if you have ever 

received loan facility from the bank. (7) Eligible amount indicates the amount an applicant is able to access. (8) Monthly installment 

amount is significant in determining if an applicant would default or not. (9) Original loan amount is the amount given when after 

agreement by the lender to offer the loan to the applicant. (10) The current total tenor is the time duration used to settle the loan if 

given. (11) Total installments is the number of times payment would be made to service the loan before the agreed time expires 

(12) Outstanding principal balance if you have ever taken loans. (13) Monthly pension deduction, (14) tax deductions, (15) 

occupation, (16) Residential status, (17) Marital status, and (18) Nationality. 

 

The probability model of defaults can be expressed as either a simplified linear model or a recall from chapter (3.2); 

𝑃𝑀 = 𝜃 + 𝛽1𝛾1 + 𝛽2𝛾2 + 𝛽3𝛾3 +  𝛽4𝛾4 … … … … … … … … 𝛽𝑛𝛾𝑛 … … … … … . 𝑒𝑛𝑞. (3) 

Where 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ; 𝑃𝑀 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝜃 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡, 𝛽𝑖  𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒, 
                 𝛾𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒. 
OR 

𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐿 … … … … … . .
𝜕𝐼𝑛[𝐿(𝜃)]

𝜕𝛽
= ∑ [𝑦𝑖 −

𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

1+ 𝑒
∝+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑘
𝑗=1

]

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖……………………. (g) 

 

Recall expression deal with individual variable but for simplicity purposes and novice readers of this work, we would adopt Eqn. 3 

modeling where we express the following parameters as; 

 

𝑃𝑀 = (−2.09E − 02) + (9.40E − 03) ∗ (𝐴𝑔𝑒) + (−1.86E − 02) ∗ (Sex) + (−4.18E − 05) ∗ (GrossMNInco) + (−6.96E − 03)

∗ (NUMdependent) + (−5.56E − 04) ∗ (MNcurEMP) + (1.22E − 01) ∗ (CAstatus) + (−1.40E − 05)

∗ (MLastAmtPaid) + (2.33E − 07) ∗ (MEligibleAmt) + (−2.51E − 05) ∗ (𝑀𝑁𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑚𝑡) + (5.18E − 06)

∗ (OrigLoanAmt) + (1.25E − 02) ∗ (CurrTotTenor) + (−1.22E − 02) ∗ (TotalInstalm) + (−5.95E − 06)
∗ (OutstandPrincialBal) + (−3.31E − 04) ∗ (MPension) + (1.09E − 04) ∗ (MTax) + (−2.47E − 03)

∗ (CusOccupation) + (−1.50E − 02) ∗ (CUSResidential) + (−1.14E − 02) ∗ (CUSMartialStatus) + (1.69E − 02)

∗ (CUSnationality) … … … … . . enq. (4) 

 

From the above, a predictive model or probability model of a customer not defaulting should be less than one (1) and default should 

be equal to one (1) or above. Mathematically, the expression can be written as;  

𝑃𝑀 < 1 ∶  𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ.  
𝑃𝑀 => 1 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. 
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4.2.4 Phase One: 10 Folds Cross-Validation Technique 

Error Matrix 

In other to examine the prediction accuracy averagely by all three single classifiers and the fourth which is an ensembler, we 

adopted the type II and type I errors, which was discussed extensively in chapter two of this work using confusion matrix.  

Type II Error (False negatives): This gives errors predicted by incorrectly presenting good credit applicants as bad applicants. This 

type of error is risk free. 

Type I Error (False Positives): It demonstrates the prediction rate of errors of chosen model, by classifying incorrectly bad credit 

applicants as good even though this would cause severe replication on the bank or financial institution. 

From Table 11 below demonstrates misclassification errors for 10 cross-validations which access the performance of each model 

based on the rate of misclassifying an applicant in terms of defaults.  

Our focus would be on the false positive rate since that would lead to severe replication on the bank activities. Type I error must 

be lowest as possible to reduce all associated risks since it occurrence would lead to bankruptcy and fold-up of the banks compared 

to false negative which could save the bank by denying applicant loans. A bank who offer loans to potential defaulter would suffer 

from losing their principal or/and their interest on the invested principal either in the process or after the closure of the loan. In 

addition, the bank would lose additional cost such as legal fees or administration fees, forceful possession costs, maintenance fees 

and secured disposing of assets and agreements based lowering or waiving some of the interest or principal leads to increase of type 

I error on behalf of the lender (Nayak & Turvey, 1997).   

Comparatively, even though in the Ghana dataset we have average accuracy of the Logistic regression (LR) and support vector 

machine (SVM) performing quite well in terms average accuracy with 94%, logistic regression has the lower type I error with 3% 

with an average of error of 6% which is very impressive and could save the bank a lot of money compared to the two models. The 

random forest (RF) ensembler performance very well in the Ghanaian data sets. On the other hand, artificial neural networks had 

the highest false negatives with 14% and an average error of 17%, this means in actual we would have good borrow who would 

have paid their loans even though they are classified as negative or potential defaulters. This, in reality, would save the bank lot of 

money since they are going to reject good credit worthy applicant’s access to loans. This could lead to downsizing of their customers 

and may lead to severe loss of investments. 

 

Table 11 MISCLASSIFICATIONS ERRORS (10 Folds Cross-Validation) 

MODELS TYPE II ERROR TYPE I ERROR OVERALL ERROR AVE. 

ERROR 

ACCURACY 

GHANA 

LR 430 (0.04) 354 (0.03) 7% 6% 94% (0.94) 

SVM 27 (0.00) 741 (0.06) 6% 8% 94 % (0.94) 

ANN 1678 (0.14) 517 (0.04) 18% 17% 82% (0.82) 

RF 0 (0.000) 0 (0.00) 0 0 100% (1) 

GERMAN 

LR 126 (0.16) 120 (0.15) 31% 36% 69% (0.69) 

SVM 53 (0.07) 184 (0.23) 30% 44% 70% (0.70) 

ANN 137 (0.17) 110 (0.14) 31% 36% 69% (0.69) 

RF 74 (0.09) 162 (0.20) 29% 41% 70% (0.70) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 20 (0.04) 79 (0.14) 18% 20% 82% (0.82) 

SVM 29 (0.05) 73  (0.013) 18% 20% 82% (0.82) 

ANN 5 (0.01) 192 (0.35) 36% 40% 64% (0.64) 

RF 20 (0.04) 79 (0.14) 18% 20% 82% (0.82) 

 

From above, the German credit data set artificial neural network had the lowest type I error with 14% and an average error of 

36%. Even though it performs sub-optimal in terms of accuracy, it would save the bank more than of the other single classifiers 

including Random Forest (RF) as an ensembler and hybrid model performed poorly compared to the other single classifiers. In the 

Australian data set support vector machine performed extremely in terms of type error with 13% and average accuracy of 20% with 

82% level of predicting accuracy. LR and FR were second to SVM with type I error 14% and average accuracy of 82%.  

To conclude, the above demonstrates that Logistic regression performs much better in terms of Ghana datasets when comparing 

single classifiers and hybrid models or ensembler could perform much better by reducing the risks in terms of cost sensitivity issues 

or losses that the bank would suffer from in they should offer some loans. ANN performs much better than all the single classifiers 

including RF in the case of Australian data sets whiles SVM performance better in the Australian data set.  

 

Risk Curves 

Table 12 Risk and Recall Curves (10 Folds Cross-Validation) 

MODELS ACCURACY 

GHANA 

LR 95% (0.951) 

SVM 98% (0.980) 

ANN 87% (0.874) 

RF 100% 

GERMAN 
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LR 75% (0.746) 

SVM 74% (0.738) 

ANN 73% (0.728) 

RF 74% (0.736) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 93% (0.932) 

SVM 93% (0.928) 

ANN 72% (0.723) 

RF 93% (0.929) 

 

The risk curves (Precision) and recall curves are two-dimensional graph plotting where financial rewards and financial risks as 

variables are plotted along the horizontal axis and vertical axis respectively. Deductions from these curves help to identify if the 

banks would be able to avoid risk and gain all their rewards. It is through this that risk is ranks as either disastrous risk, bearable 

risk or critical risk. According to Williams (2008), Risk curves or Charts is also known as cumulative gain charts. Adaptation of 

risk charts or curves to measure models or algorithms of non-compliance of loans and fraud cases gives more advantages over any 

other situation where the application is to predict rain or for any other matter. From the figure 11 below, it is represented with the 

accuracy or recall curves, which is represented by a green line and the strike line blue, which is represented by the blue line.  From 

the strike line, we have 42% being identified for each of the algorithms which imply that for every caseload 42% of the population 

would have a higher risk of not paying their loans or the banks would not be able to recover their loans. The target is to avoid issues 

of default and non-complaisance of the loans then we must we must first consider applicants. 

From table 12 above is not to identify errors with the algorithms but to able to avoid risk. In the Ghanaian dataset comparing the 

single classifiers, we identify SVM to have higher accuracy with 98%, LR 95%, ANN 87% and RF 100% that is also represented 

below in fig.7 below using the green line. This indicates that in each caseload 98%, 95%, 87%, and RF 100% would need to audit 

very well else this would lead to default scenarios and banks would not be able to recover their loans. It also implies that proper 

attention must be given to each instance in other to avoid risk and non-compliance of the loan terms.  From table 12 in the case of 

Australian data sets, we had 45% has a strike line representing the risk scores from our diagram in the appendix. For every situation 

or caseloads, we would have 45% of the applicant who would not comply with the loan terms and would lead to default issues or 

applicant with scores higher than 45% must be audit properly. In the presentation of the Green line which is also found in table 12 

demonstrate that 93% for LR, SVM, and RF requires audit properly and 72% for ANN would need a proper audit.   

From the diagram in the appendix, 30% as a strike line was identified by the German data set as risk scores. In every situation 

of scoring applicants, as well as 30% of those caseloads, have higher chances of defaulting the loans as well as those with higher 

scores. Comparing all our single classifiers, we had LR, SVM, and RF with accuracy scores of 75% for LR and 74% for both SVM 

and RF which indicates that 75% and 74% of the total applicant applying for loans must be an audit and needs attention else the 

banks would result in severe risk cases.  

 

Conclusion on the above would mean that in a scenario where we pick 10 applicants representing 100% we would have four 

applicants representing 42% of risk scores for Ghana data set defaulting on their loans. Three applicants representing 30% in the 

German situation also defaulting on their loans out of the ten applicants being used as caseloads as well as four applicants in the 

case of the Australian dataset. 

 

 

Figure 11 Risk and Recall Curves for Ghanaian Dataset (10 Folds Cross-Validation) 
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Area Under The Roc Curve 

Several researchers have adopted area under the ROC to evaluate classifiers based upon it popularities and accuracy. From 

above discussion in chapter two of this work, we have underlined that ROC curves as a better evaluation metric and preferred by 

most researchers than accuracy when evaluation of classifiers are considered. From Garcia Pagans (2015: Chapter 7) Most works 

has adopted an area ranges below from excellent to poor ratings of classifier if they fall within setting range with a threshold of 

0.5% 

 

 1 to 0.90  as “Excellent” 

 0.90 to 0.80 as “Good” 

 0.70 to 0.80 as  “Correct” 

 0.70 to 0.60 as  “Poor” 

 0.60 to 0.50 as “Bad” 

Table 13 Area under the ROC curve (10 Fold Cross-Validation) 

MODELS AUC (ROC CURVES) 

GHANA 

LR 93% (0.9340) 

SVM 97% (0.9729) 

ANN 83% (0.8282) 

RF 100% (1) 

GERMAN 

LR 69% (0.6925) 

SVM 68% (0.6830) 

ANN 67% (0.6706) 

RF 68% (0.6811) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 90% (0.9037) 

SVM 90% (0.8982) 

ANN 61% (0.6084) 

RF 90% (0.9003) 

 

From table 14 demonstrate each performance the individual algorithms or classifier using the Area under (ROC) curve 

from the Ghanaian data set SVM gain 97% followed by LR with 93% are excellent in terms of performance. From fig.10, it can be 

seen clearly that there would be more gains when we should choose SVM has our main classifier with less false positive or LR with 

93 significantly as an alternative would not put the company into disrupt. ANN with 83% accuracy with higher false positive rate 

would lead to disaster if that should be chosen as a classifier and can be rated as good.  

In the German data sets LR with 69% and SVM and RF achieving 68% each depicts poor performance and ANN with 67% indicates 

better other algorithms or improved models should be suggested when this dataset is adopted whereas in the case of Australian LR, 

SVM, RF was rated 90% as excellent classifier for each with higher true positive than false positive. From the diagram at the 

appendix indicates any of this models when selected for this data set would do much more better in terms of predicting each class 

accurately than ANN with 61% true positive which have false positive would lead to disastrous situations of applicants are offered 

loans.  

 

Figure 12 ROC Curve for Ghanaian Dataset (10 Fold Cross-Validation) 
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Predicted Versus Observed 

The predicted versus observed graph is very important linear models such regressions models which would not be better option 

of discrete value than predicting a continuous value. This graph plots observed values on the horizontal axis and predicted values 

on the vertical axis. The two lines, which are plotted diagonally, the blue line is a linear fit to the real point’s whiles the other is a 

perfect fit, that is if the predicted values are the same as the real values observed.  

In this case, the Pseudo R-squared measures the resemblance by mimicking of the R-squared. This is calculated as the square of the 

correlation between the observed values and the predicted values. An algorithm would be much better preferred if the Pseudo R-

square is closer to one (1).  

From fig.11 below RF =0.9992, SVM=0.7951, LR = 0.7503 and ANN = 0.4201 and from above explanation Random 

forest would be much more preferred to be selected as an algorithm than any other classifiers since it is able to mimic the observed 

values and predict accurately without misclassifying. 

 

 

Figure 13 Predicted vs. Observed for Ghanaian Dataset (10 Folds Cross-Validation) 

 

4.2.5 Phase two: 70/15/15 cross-validation partitioning 

Phase two of this work partition our data sets into 70% for training our algorithms, 15% of the dataset for validation and the rest 

for testing which is used an estimation criterion for performance of the all four algorithms.  

Error Matrix 

Table 14   MISCLASSIFICATION ERRORS (70/15/15 Cross-Validation partition) 

MODELS TYPE II ERROR TYPE I ERROR OVERALL ERROR AVE. 

ERROR 

ACCURACY 

GHANA 

LR 322 (0.14) 34 (0.02) 16% 14% 85% (0.85) 

SVM 2 (0.00) 107 (0.05) 5% 6% 95% (0.95) 

ANN 299 (0.13) 96 (0.04) 18% 16% 83% (0.83) 

RF 0 (0)  0(0) 0 0 100% (1) 

GERMAN 

LR 11 (0.07) 24 (0.16) 23% 30% 76% (0.76) 

SVM 8 (0.05) 25 (0.17) 22% 29% 78% (0.78) 

ANN 14 (0.09) 24 (0.16) 25% 31% 74% (0.74) 

RF 6 (0.04) 24 (0.16) 20% 37% 80% (0.80) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 9 (0.09) 10 (0.10) 18% 18% 81% (0.81) 

SVM 9 (0.09) 7 (0.07) 15% 16% 84% (0.84) 

ANN 6 (0.06) 8 (0.08) 13% 14% 86% (0.86) 

RF 4 (0.04) 7 (0.07) 11% 11% 89% (0.89) 

 

From Table 14 in other to minimize cost that would lead to severe implication on the side of the bank we must consider all the 

results of the type I error of this stage. In the Ghanaian dataset, we had 2% of type I error as the minimum type I error with an 

average error of 14% and accuracy of 85% whereas SVM having a highest average accuracy of 95% with 2% of type I error but 

higher type II error. SVM cannot be chosen over LR even though it had the best average accuracy. RF as an option in case if all 

models fail should be adopted performed extremely well-handling misclassification errors with 0%.  
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In the case of German data set, LR, ANN, and RF performed equally with a type I error of 16%. Even though this is not too 

good but it is acceptable. LR, ANN, and RF had 30%, 31% and 37% as average error respectively with an accuracy of 80% for RF, 

76% for LR and 74% for ANN.  LR would be preferred to all singles classifiers and RF could be used an alternative due to higher 

accuracy classify but also has the highest average error of 37% which makes less competitive as an option.  

Comparing the performance of the classifiers in the Australian data set, SVM had the lowest type I error with 7% and average 16%, 

which is significant in our study with an average accuracy of 84% and RF 7% as type I, error with an average of 11% with 89% as 

average accuracy. This demonstrates that SVM performs better in the Australian data set when compared to the singles classifiers 

and RF can be preferred to that if we need higher accuracy rate.  

To conclude, from the above demonstrate that LR is a perfect suit for running credit scoring in Ghanaian banking industry with 

RF as an alternative if we want to enforce high efficiency and effectiveness in classifying credit applicants. In the German data set 

LR as a choice is preferable even though RF can be adopted as an option but it the average error is 37% which makes it less 

competitive in competing with the LR in the German data set. SVM can be preferred to all other single classifiers but RF performs 

well with minimum average errors with higher accuracy.    

 

Risk Curves 

Table 15 Risk and Recall Curves (70/15/15 Cross-Validation partition) 

MODELS ACCURACY 

GHANA 

LR 90% (0.896) 

SVM 100% (0.996) 

ANN 88% (0.879) 

RF 100% 

GERMAN 

LR 86% (0.859) 

SVM 87% (0.867) 

ANN 80% (0.802) 

RF 87% (0.868) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 94% (0.944) 

SVM 93% (0.933) 

ANN 95% (0.947) 

RF 97% (0.967) 

From table 16 of our risk and recall curves and figure 12 we have a strike line of 43% being a target as a risk score. This would 

mean that for every caseload or situations we would have 43% of the population not complying with the terms of the loans in the 

Ghana situation. From table 12, we had SVM and RF higher accuracy scores with 100%, 90% for LR and ANN 88% indicates that 

for every caseload 90% of the applicants must be audit properly in terms of LR, 88% must be audit properly when we adopt ANN 

and SVM and RF requires all applicant must be audited properly before loans are granted to applicants. 

In the case of Australian dataset, we had 40% as a strike line and 33% as a strike for German data set. The risk scored by these 

two situations would need much more audit and attention to be paid when selecting each caseload in terms of default situations and 

scoring applicants. In the German situation LR, SVM, ANN, and RF requires 86%, 87%, 80% and 87% respectively of the cases 

should be investigated properly before loans are offered to those applicants.  In the case of the Australian data set, 94%, 93%, 95% 

and 97% are the requirements estimated by each algorithm thus LR, SVM, ANN and RF respectively to be properly investigated 

before loans are granted to those applicants.  
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Figure 14  Risk and Recall Curves for Ghanaian Dataset (70/15/15 Cross-Validation partition) 

To conclude, in every caseload we would have 43% for Ghanaian situation, 33% for German situation and 40% for Australian 

of the applicants defaulting as a risk score and applicants with higher scores should also be audited properly.   

 

Area Under The Roc Curve 

Table 16  Area under the ROC curve (70/15/15 Cross-Validation partition) 

MODELS AUC (ROC CURVES) 

GHANA 

LR 86% (0.8567) 

SVM 99% (0.9942) 

ANN 83% (0.8337) 

RF 100% (1) 

GERMAN 

LR 82% (0.8234) 

SVM 83% (0.8336) 

ANN 75% (0.7526) 

RF 83% (0.8345) 

AUSTRALIAN 

LR 92% (0.9174) 

SVM 92% (0.9026) 

ANN 92% (0.9226) 

RF 95% (0.9513) 

 

From table 18 using the threshold of 0.5 for the area under the ROC curve with ratings below in terms of performance (Garcia 

Pagans, 2015):  

From the Ghanaian dataset in table 18, we had SVM giving excellent results with 99% accuracy with less or zero false positives 

rate whiles the other single classifiers are performing good between 83-86%. RF as an alternative was 100% in terms of predictive 

powers and classifying true positive and false positive rates accurately. 

 1 to 0.90  as “Excellent” 

 0.90 to 0.80 as “Good” 

 0.70 to 0.80 as  “Correct” 

 0.70 to 0.60 as  “Poor” 

 0.60 to 0.50 as “Bad” 

In the case of German data set, SVM had 83% and RF as alternative in case if all models should fail to predict accurately had 

83% which both classifiers. ANN performed poor with 75% accuracy meaning it would have a lot of false positive if this classifier 

should be an option. In the Australian dataset, all three single classifiers performed equally with an average error of 92% which is 

excellent meaning any of this classifier is selected for classification problem using Australian data set would have less of disastrous 

issues. RF out performed all three single classifiers.  
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Figure 15 ROC Curve for Ghanaian Dataset (Data Segmentation) 

 

Predicted Versus Observed 

The predicted versus observed graph is very important linear models such regressions models which would not be the better 

option of discrete value than predicting a continuous value. This graph plots observed values on the horizontal axis and predicted 

values on the vertical axis. The two lines, which are plotted diagonally, the blue line is a linear fit to the real point’s whiles the other 

is a perfect fit, that is if the predicted values are the same as the real values observed.  

In this case, the Pseudo R-squared measures the resemblance by mimicking of the R-squared. This is calculated as the square 

of the correlation between the observed values and the predicted values. An algorithm would be much better preferred if the Pseudo 

R-square is closer to one (1).  

From fig.11 below RF =0.9972, SVM=0.8748, LR = 0.5063 and ANN = 0.4378 and from above explanation Random forest would 

be much more preferred to be selected as an algorithm than any other classifiers since it is able to mimic the observed values and 

predict accurately without misclassifying. 

 

Figure 16 Predicted vs. Observed for Ghanaian Dataset (Data Segmentation) 

V. FINDINGS, LIMITATIOSN AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Discussion, Findings, and Conclusion 

In this work, we developed a linear discriminate model for predicting defaults probability of a loan application if given certain 

information or variables. In our experimental work we compared three basic major classifiers performance which are artificial  

neural networks (ANN), support vector machine (SVM) and logistic regression (LR) with random forest as an ensembler and 

alternative in case if all the three models or algorithms fail in terms of classifying the binary situation using finished data from 

commercial bank XYZ in Ghana. 

From our linear discriminate analysis using logistic we found the following variables were significant such as; male constituting 

86.7% of our total population having access to loans with ease compared to females, this could be as a results of accessibility to 

loans by males are easier than female and influence of cultural differences (Godquin, 2004). Marital status as a significant variable 

demonstrates that married people are less likely to default than singles, which is, have been a consistent through literature (Dinh & 

Kleimeier, 2007; Kočenda & Vojtek, 2011). We discovered that income status was also a predictor of either defaulting or not as 

well as default behaviour is not determine by absolute income which is also confirms (Ofori, Fianu, Omoregie, Odai, & Oduro-

Gyimah, 2014). Other variables would be due to cultural difference and environmental set ups and requirements for granting loans. 

We might have other different variables captured in this study as significant since our main purpose was to classify credit applicants 

into class of defaults and non-defaulters.  
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Our work demonstrate the performance of predictive accuracy of a three single classifier and a hybrid model on three datasets 

from Ghana, German, and Australia used for the experiment using LR, ANN, SVM and RF as another complex model. In theory, 

it proves that multiples classifiers (Combination of models) perform better compared than single classifiers. Results show otherwise, 

on the average performance and predictive accuracy that single classifiers are best compared to the multiple classifiers  or some 

hybrid classifiers when tested on the German and Australian datasets and this support the finding of (C. F. Tsai & Wu, 2008). 

Evaluation depicts that artificial neural networks, support vector machine, and logistic regression are incomparable to the random 

forest classifier on the Ghanaian data sets with fewer input features relatively which also confirms (Bhattacharyya, 2013; Fernández-

Delgado et al., 2014). Among the single classifiers SVM has outstanding performs in terms of classifying binary problem is proven 

from our analysis and (C.-L. Huang et al., 2007).  In addition, test on all three datasets demonstrates that RF, SVM and LR performed 

very well and can be used as an alternative in each case of our studies whiles ANN model was inferior significantly. Even though 

D. Z. D. Zhang et al., (2008) added GP, BNP and C4.5 models in their experimental findings, they demonstrated that SVM and LR 

can be used as alternatives.  

We also found out that by comparing two different data mining techniques through the selection methods, the accuracy of each 

algorithm was improved when it has more samples of instances for training in the case of partitioning the data set into 70/15/15 of 

our algorithms compared to 10 fold cross-validation. We adapted two data partitions to demonstrate accuracy and efficiency of our 

models in the Ghanaian environment where ensemble model was rank as the best performing model in all partition cases whiles 

SVM and LR model performance was better compared to ANN in all cases. To add, SVM was performing better among the 

individual models in 10 folds cross validation. Also, test demonstrated by Dahiya et al., (2015) achieved the same results even 

though their partition were different. 

This work gives solutions applicable and appropriate for the benefits of all banks and financial institutions. Aspects of the bank’s 

credit operations through the implementation of systems such as credit scoring systems which would give banks and financial 

institutions advantage over their competitors such as high efficiency and effectiveness of operations, increase market shares and 

profitability, losses and cost reductions in operations, and professional image development. Hence, a commercial adaptation of 

credit scoring tools should be able to compete in the banking and financial industry as well as building competitive advantage over 

their competitors through the use of complex and advanced but simple tools as risk reductions tools. 

 

5.2 Limitation 

This study did not consider the default probability or credit worthiness of applicants who were rejected in the process of applying 

for loans. In other words, our sample data set contains information of only applicants who were granted the loans and defaulted. 

This could result to biasness in our models or estimation technique developed, however, it was applicable to some other researchers 

such as (Kočenda & Vojtek, 2011; Ofori et al., 2014). Time was a major constraint since we had to work around the clock to produce 

this work within the shorted possible time. We were not able to acquire a representative data set from all the ten regions for our 

analysis due to confidential reason and integrity of banks to protect their customers as well as financial resources  

 

5.3 Recommendations 

We recommend that work such as this would need much time to complete and researchers must have dedicate good time into it. 

Researchers must use representative data sets to avoid biasness in their analysis. Prior permission must be seek for targeted banks 

and financial institutions as a source of data sets should be contacted before the commerce of the research. 

The limitedness of a single classifier does exist which did not meet our expectation in terms of performance of these classifiers. We 

believe instead of choosing single classifiers or best single classifiers, ensembler or clustering of algorithms one must better 

understand the problem and challenges they want to address in specific. In the adaptation of a final classifier, the necessary solutions 

and decision needed for constructing and integrating problem-solving mechanism with it complexities should be considered when 

developing better classifiers. 

This study can be developed through various improved ways in the future research. Firstly, we believe researchers must look 

for more relevant variables when collecting their data with intention of increasing the accuracy of predictive models. Secondly, 

newer classification models can be developed with advanced methodologies such as hybrids supports vector machines, complex 

classification and regression trees, linear discriminate with complexities and higher efficiency, other hybridizations of artificial 

neural networks such as learning quantization vector, Bayesian neural network learning algorithms, radial basis function, and fuzzy 

adaptive resonance. 
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